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Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
May I first of all thank TNO very much for their invitation to this conference. The way
that the agenda is arranged it seems to move from the more general topics starting
this morning gradually to the more and more specific and concrete, especially in tã-
morro$/ morning session. I have to confess that personatly I would be a bit happier my-
self talking about more specific and concrete problems tomorrow morning than I am 

-

talking about the topic tlnnovation in a changing worldr which is a very geñeral topic. I
always feel that when people do tatk at this high levet of generalisation, they often do
not do much more than utter platitudes and I hope you will forgive me if I slip into this
myself. I shall try to avoid being too platitudinous by being perhaps a little bit more
controversial and by trying to relate the generalisations that I witl make to at least
some empirical evidence from research projects in which we have been engaged.
What I am going to do is first of all to contrast the extreme difficuþ of managing inno-
vation at the level of the firm, with the relative succes (from the social point of view)
of the social economic mechanism for fostering innovation in industrial sìcieties. Thån
I intend to discuss some of the reasons for the apparent disillusion with some of the
results of succesful technical innovation, and finally, I want to discuss in particular
the implications for innovation policy and for technology policy of the recent MIT work
on world dynamics and limits to growth.
In my own research I have been especially concerned with the problem of failure in in-
novation at the level of the firm. Tomorrow my colleague Andrew Robertson will des-
cribe some of the results of our project I'sappho " which has been concerned with the
study of failure and success.
This preoccupation with failure in innovation is not due to some kind of morbid streak
in our personalities and nor is it due to a vein of pessimism. On the contrary we are
probably relatively optimistic on many questions of innovation policy. The reason for
our concentration on failure is that we believe, first of all that failure is extremely
common at the level of the firm - more common than success - and secondly, we be-
lieve that failure is extremely instructive. Probably more can be learned from failure
than from success, but thirdly at the level of the social system as a whole we believe
that the mechanism of failure is an essential part of the evolutionary process of gene-
rating succesful innovations. From a social point of view the process is one of survival
of the fittest. And from this point of view, failure is a necessary price for a succesful
social innovation system. We know now from quite firm empericale evidence what a
high proportion of attempted innovations do fail.
Take for example in the United Kingdom the results of the experience of the National
Research Development Corporation (the N.R.D.C.). As you all know the N.R.D.C.
was established just after the second world war, in the belief that there were many
great innovative ideas which for lack of capital and lack of industrial supports failed to
make the transition to commercial and industrial application. The idea was, that a go-
vernment agency sympathetic to inventors - private inventors, university inventors,
industrÍal inventors, and government inventors - would greatly accelerate the rate of
introductions of Ínnovations in the British economy. Over the 20 years since its forma-
tion, the N.R. D. C. screened about 23.000 ideas which were submitted to it. Of these
23. 000 ideas for innovation 5.076 were accepted for further study and examination and
lab scale work. Of these, 1.860 became theìubject of licensing ärrangements. That is
already fewer than ten percent of the total submissions. Of these 1.860 only 740 be-
came revenue earning. And here is a gap in the statistics: we do not know exactly which
could be described as truly profitable at an appropriate rate of discount on the develop-



ment and investment expenditure. But probably fewer than a hundred could be regarded
as commercially succesful , and of these probably not more than ten could be regarded
as major successes in commercial terms and one - cephalosporin - is responsible for
a very high proportion of the total licensing income of the N. R. D. C. Or another ex-
ample, take the Batelle Institute. Of 812 ideas selected by Batelle in 1971 for examina-
tion, 28 were selected for further support. And of these Batelle estimated that only 2

or 3 v/ould be commercially succesful. They made this estimate in the light of their
Iong experience of innovations since the second ïvorld wâr.
In considering these very high mortality rates for ideas for innovations, it is important
to remember that the mortality rate is at its highest at the early stages when ideas are
first being sifted. When we come to hardware development and to commercial launch
the mortality rate is of course lower. And here we do not have sufficient reliable sta-
tistics to go upon. But our ex¡rerience in the trSappho Ît project was that we had no diffi-
cuþ when considering any succesful innovation in finding several other attempts which
were unsuccesful. So that we believe that failure is also a typical feature of the irurova-
tion process at this stage of hardware development and commercial launch. And ap-
parently the better management techniques which have been íntroduced quite widely in
American and European industry, have not done very much to offset this high rate of
failure. In my personal view, it is probably an illusion to believe that they ever will.
I think that probably Keynes in his book 'The general theory of employment, interest
and moneyr was very near to the mark when he saÍd, as a mathematician and the author
of a treatise on probability (one of his first books, before the first world war), that
the expectation of success in risky innovation was not based upon a mathematical cal-
culation or probabilities, but rather on animal spirits. There is a famous passage
where he 

"o^pates 
risþ in-novatíons with expeditions to'the north pole'

The di.fficulties of project assessment and of estimating future costs and future markets
for innovations are now very well-known. Here we do have an increasing body of empe-
rical evidence which justifies to some extent at any rate Keynes' view of the situation.
Take for example the evidence of the Rand Corporation in their study of military sys-
tems innovations. It is well-known that the Rand studies showed cost overruns of near-
Iy 3 times the original project cost estimates. At one time it was believed that this
kind of very large cost overrun was typical only of military projects. It was thought
that because the government was paying and because there was great pressure in terms
of urgency of the weapons race, the cost overruns were associated with this particular
type of technology. However, we now have further evidence from civil industry that this
kind of cost overrun and this kind of margin of error in cost and market estimation is
verycommonalsoincivilprojects. Forexample, Mansfieldinhisstudyof thechemi-
cal industry showed that with a number of drug firms cost overruns and time overruns
as big as or greater than the Rand findings, were very common.
Similarly we have the evidence from the Manchester business school project on cost
overruns which showedthat, althoughtheywere not quite so great as MansfÍeldrs and
the Rand figures, nevertheless cost and time overruns were normal in electricity ge-
neration projects. Ttren we have more recently Olin's evidence for the European che-
mical industry on the use of project evaluation technique in European chemical firms.
We have the evidence of Sunden in Sweden on the use of project evaluation techniques in
Swedish industry and we have finally the very interesting confirmation that also in com-
munist countries very big cost overruns are typical. DavÍs, Amman and Berry have
shown that these occur despite the elaborate project evaluation techniques in use in the
Soviet engineering industry.
From all this evidence it seems to me that we have to accept what anyone who has been
associated with industrial irunovation knows quite well, that the margin of uncertaÍnty in
innovation is very great, and is likely to remain a major problem for the firm whatever
management tecbniques may be introduced, although they may, I would agree, margi-
nally improve the possibilities of success. For the firm then innovation has been and is
likely to remain a hazardous business by definition. However, this does not mean that
from the point of view of society as a whole the investment in innovation, however un-
comfortable for the firm, has not been an extremely succesful mechanism. On the con-
trary, the very high attrition rate of failures may contribute to the success of the me-



chanism, seen as a social system. Contrary to Galbraithts assumption of producer so-vereignty of giant firms imposingtheir innovations upon society, our findings i" 
""fã.tion_to capital goods at least are that it is not possible for a large firm to irîpose aproduct,_ a capital goods machÍnery or plant irurovation on the mãrket and thai techni-cally and commercially^unsatisfactory innovations do not survÍve the competitive en-vironment of survival of the fittest which confronts innovators,

The pressure to reduce costs in most branches of industry is so strong that the techni-cally unsatisfactory process or commercially uncompetitive process can not survive inthe me^dium or long run. And this applies alsã, to small firm industries. And nowhere
more for example than in agriculture, the small firm industry par excellence. The
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one American farmer was feeding I other American families. Today one Americanfarmer is feeding about 15 other Àmerican families and a good part of the rest of the
world besides. And a very large part of this sustained 

"oniinooos 
improvement in pro-

ductivity of American agriculture is due to a continuous stream of teãhnical ir¡¡ovationsin machinery equipment, seeds, livestock, cultivation methods, fertilizers and soforth.
So that we have had an extremely efficient mechanism for irurovation in agriculture, and
on the basis of this extremely efficient innovation mechanism it has been-possible fãr
the greater part of the employed population to shift out of agrículture into industry and
services, and there too, to sustain a very high rate of techñÍcal improvement and
change. And inthe large firm industries, which Galbraithpoints too quite rightly as.
the heartland of the American economy, we have had sustained technicat chañgeäccom-
panied 

þV verV bÍg economies of scale in plant size in such industries as steel chemi-
cals, electric power, oil refining, paper, plastics and so forth. I would not wish to
dispute the advantage of economies of scale in these standard mass-production process
industries. So that we have had both in agriculture and in manufactuiing industry and
increasingly in services, an extremely successful method from the social pointtf view
of generating technical advance. And in my view this method relied fundamentally on
irurovation in systems, in plant and in machinery - in capital goods above âll.
Ironically it was Karl Marx, the most powerful critic ofittduJtriatized capital society,
who most clearly recognized that the strongest dynamic of industrial capiialism was
the innovation system in capital goods. There is a passage in the Communist Manifesto
which I think bears quoling at some length because of its relevance to contemporary in-
dustrial and technical change. In this passage, written remember in 1g4?, Mãrx sáys,trThe bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolutionizing the means of produc-
tion. And thereby the relations of production and with them the fhole of society. Con-
stant revolutionizing of production, uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions,
everlasting uncertainty and agitation distinguishes the bourgeois of our epoch from all
earlier ones. AII fixed and fast frozen relations with their train of ancient prejudices
lnd opinions_ are swept_away. All newly formed ones become antiquated befãre-they can
ossify. All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned-. And man is com-
pelled to face with his sober senses his real conditions of tife and his relations with his
kind. The bourgeoisie has brought through its exploitation of the world market a cos-
mopolitan character to production and consumption in every country. To the great
sorrow of reactionaries it has drawn from under the feet of industry the national
ground on which it stood. All old established national industries have been destroyed
_or are daily being destroyed. They are dislodged by new industries whose introduction
becomes a life and death question for all civitized nations, by industries that no longer
work up indigenous raw materials but materials drawn from the remotest zones from
the ends of the earth. In place of the old wants satisfied by the production of the coun-
try, we find new wants requiring for their satisfaction the prodtcts of different lands.
The bourgeoisie by rapid improvement of all the instruments of production, by the im-



arensely facilitated means of communication draws even the most remote barbarian na-
tions into civilization. The bourgeoisie during its rule of scarce one hundred years has
created more massive and more colossal productive forces than aII preceding genera-
tions put together. 'I
Marx was talking about the period fromL747 or 1748 to 1848, that was his "last centu-
ryrt. But what he said I think, could apply with even greater force to the period from
1848 to 1948'and perhaps most of all to the last quarter of a century - the last 25 years
from 1948 to 1973. From 1948 onwards, the grovth rate of the world economy, accord-
ing to the best estimates of economic historians, has been about double the long term
average for world economic growth. Most economic historians estimate the grot'th rate
of the industrialized countries during the nineteenth century at between two and two and
a half percent per annum. Some a little faster, some a little slower. It is pretty gene-
rally agreed that the growth rate for industrialized countries and f9r develgpjng :gun-
tries,inthepast15yearsorsohasbeengreaterthan4perc@
percent per annum. Of course there is the important qualification that population
growth rates in the developing countries mean that the per capita increase in national
income in developing countries has been a good deal less than 4 percent. But in terms
of gross national product, the growth rate has been between 4 and 5 percent for the
world economy as a whole, which is nearly double the long term average. The interes-
ting point is, that not only has this growth rate been sustained both in the industrialized
countries and in the developing countries, but also both in the communist countries and
in the capitalist countries. Contrary to the general feeling in the nineteen thirties, that
there were severe problems which would slow down the rate of grotth of industrial ca-
pitalism, and contrary to the fears of stagnation of the advanced industrial capitalist
societies, they have seen in the past 25 to 30 years the most explosive growth and the
most sustained period of growth in their history.
There is not much to choose between the growth rates of Japan and the Soviet Union,
although Japan has certainly been faster than the Soviet Union; again not much to choose
between South and North Korea, or bet\ryeen Mexico and Bulgaria. For every fast
growing communist country you can find an almost equally fast or faster growing capi-
talist country, whether industrialized or an underdevelopped country. This seems to
me to show quite clearly that there is a common ingredient, whatever the social econo-
mic system in existence in these countries and that common ingredient is of course
world technology. Not only do we have the most effective system for distributing the
results of innovation through licensing and know-how agreements that has ever been
known in the history of the world, we also have the direct transfer of technology
through personal migration and movement, and many other means of ensuring that
technical advances are rapidly taken up and distributed on a world wide basis. The
main way which this takes place is through technology in capital goods - through the
improvement in the means, the instruments and systems of production - so that this
high rate of technical progress can be sustained only by high rates of capital formation
and capital investment.
Yet, at this time of its greatest success when in communist and in capitalist countries,
both in industrialized and in developing countries, at this very time the technical iruro-
vation and growth ethos has come under the most severe criticism that perhaps it has
ever encountered since medieval relationships were first overthrown in this country in
England and in other European countries in the 16th and 17th centuries. In 1972 there
were two extremely significant events in the United States, the country which more than
any other has embodied this technical irurovative dynamism of advanced industrial so-
cieties. These two events which occurred in 1972, do give, I think, some credence to
the believe that disillusion with the results of technical innovation and economic growth
is fairly widespread. It is very difficult of course to assess how far there is discontent
or dissatisfaction with such a nebulous experience as technical innovation and economic
groi,lth. And I certainly believe that social scientists have not yet got means of measur-
ing satisfaction with technical change. So I am only talking about straws in the wind and
I am not suggesting that there is any firm evidence on the state of satisfaction (or the
opposite) with technical progress. But there were I think two important straws in the
wind which do indicate some fairly widespread questioning in the United States'of the



results, the fruits, of this extremely succesful and sustained process of technical
change.
The two events which I am talking about are first of all: the setting up by Congress, a
fairly sober body of men, of the Office of Technology Assessment. fhiJ has now be-
come law and the ofÏice is being set up. Thís would have been almost inconceivable in
the United States before the Second World War. I think it would have been hard to con-
ceive of in the nineteen fifties. And yet the climate of opinion has changed sufficiently
that the majority of congressmen, a very big majority, were preparedlo set up the öf-
fice of Technology Assessment which marks I believe, the end ofthe idea that iechni-
cal innovation can simply be left as a successful social process to private industry to
get on with it. It is true of course that the O. T. A. will take a long time before it Le-
comes effective. It may never become very effective. It is true also that most innova-
tions will continue as they have before without any formal assessment system through
government or any public regulation. Nevertheless a significant number of innovations
and potential technologies will now be submitted for systematic public investigation and
scrutiny, before they become operative in the United States economy. So that this does
mark, I think, at the highest government level a change in the attitude and policies to-
wards technical innovation.
The invisible hand of Adam Smith is no longer regarded as automatically securing the
optimum results from the operations of the economy. some people suggest that it is
even become an invisible boot. The nightwatchman state of Adam Smith is no longer
sufficient; now the state must be more allseeing and more farseeing more þaternãlis-
tic and it must watch by day as well as by night, and as far ahead as possible to exa-
mine the possible long term consequences of technical change. So this is the first event
then, which I think will sooner or later find imitation elsewhere in the world including
Europe, the setting up of the Office of Technology Assessment marking a deliberate
step towards the public control and regulation of technical innovation.
The second important step which took place in the United States which I believe also
was a very significant event, was the publication by Dennis Meadows and his colleagu.es
at the M.I. T. of their book tLimits to growthr in March 7972 and the subsequent publi-
cation of this book in 15 other languages and its worldwide distribution and the very
widespread debate which is taking place around that book in this country and in many
others.
Although I have made and will make in this talk a number of very serious criticisms of
the M. I. T. work, I nevertheless believe that it represents the most powerful and the
most important attack on technically oriented economic growth since Thomas Malthus
wrote his rEssay on Populationt in 1798. The response to Meadowsr book and the debate
around it, has shown that ideas of zero growth or of slowing down the rate of growth to
a very low rate or even of negative growth as is proposed in the 'Blueprint of Survivalr
in Britain have taken quite deep root, and are held very sincerely by a great many
people, especially of course amongst biologists and ecologists, but also amongst many
other professional people including some well qualified to judge these issues, such as
Dennis Gabor the Nobel prize winner. So one has to ask the question: Why is it that af-
ter the apparent overwhelming success of the technical innovation mechanism both in
industrialized and in developing countries, why at this very time do we have this chal-
lenge to economic growth and the technical change and imovation upon which their
grot'th is sustained ? It seems odd just at the very time when the developing countries
are beginning to make that breakthrough to industrialization, and when even India,
which was regarded for a long time as the sick joke of development of the underdeve-
loped world, is beginning to make a real breakthrough in agricultural productivity and
in industrialization.
I want to suggest four reasons for this challenge to the Ídeology and the policy which
sustains technical innovation and economic growth. The first two reasons t think aie
fairly commonplace and will be relatively non-controversial. They are very obvious
but I think they are worth stating because they are an essential background to the sub-
sequent argument. First of all it is quite obvious and it was always known to technolo-
gists and to economists , as well as to all the religions in the \Ãrorld that there is no di-
rect correspondence betweenwealth and happiness. It is very obvious, but of course it



is something you have to keep all the time in mind. There never \¡/as a direct associa-
tion between increase in per capita income and increase in life satisfaction. I personal-
ly believe along with most other economists that Ít does make it easier to achieve dig-
nity and to achieve satisfaction and happiness in life if one gets rid of brute poverty and
has a high standard of living. But they never were the same thing.
As on so many other things Ke¡mes was the best commentator on this point. Not only in
his essay on the r!Economics of our grandchildrentr where he looked forward to new
values _replac_ing the struggle for high material standards as socÍeties became more
\ryealthy, but also in the comments he made just at the end of his life when he was re-
tiring from the editorship of the Economic Journal. Keynes became the editor of the
Economic Journal already before the tr'irst World War, when he was quite a young man,
way back in 1913. And he remained the editor throughout his working life until just af-
ter the end of the Second World War. When he retired, a banquet was held in his honour
and remember this ruas the time when after a lifetime of hostility to conventional eco-
nomic policy and a lifetime of struggle against established orthodoxy, his ideas had at
Iast been accepted not only by the economics profession but also by governments, as a
necessary method of sustaining full emFloyment and groli,'th. Keynes in his reply to the
toast did not say that economists are the trustees of civilization, but that economists
are trustees of the possibility of civilization. An extremely impor"tant distinction.
Keynes throughout his life was a member of the Bloomsbury Group and his closest
friends were artists, painters, writers and historians. Books have been written about
the Bloomsbury Group and the curious relationship between Keynes, par excellence the
man of affairs, the man who had made a fortune on commodity speculation, the man
who was the adviser to the government's international organizations, and this bohemi-
an group of artists. It is clear from the history of the Bloomsbury Group that Ke¡mes
admired Virginia Woolf , the sensitive writer, Lytton Stratchey, the satirist of the Vic-
torians, Clive Bell and his other artist friends very much more than he admired the
more succesful practical money-making people whom he came across in the course of
his professional life. For him, art represented civilization. And his activities as a
professional economist were directed to the creating conditions for the possibility for
that kind of civilization to flourish. That is the first point then, to be quite clear about
the difference between material living standards, and cÍvilization and happiness, they
are not the same thing although they are related.
The second very obvious point that is also sometimes lost sight off, is what is usually
called rrThe revolution of rising expectations ". As long as technical and social change
werè very slow or non-existent and as long as communÍcations on a worldwide basiS
were non-o(istent or very poor then a fatalistic acceptance of poverty was the general
rule, it was taken for granted in most countries that very little could be done and ever
would be done to improve the lot of ordinary peasants or workers. And as long as this
attitude existed, then the hope for improvement was relegated to the hereafter. But
once it had been demonstrated that very substantial improvements could be made not
just for a tiny favoured minority, but for very large numbers of ordinary people, and
once the demonstration effect through mass communications, through air travel,
through television, through radio, through all the mass media began to be apparent all
over the world, then it became imfiossible to hold back this pressure for an improve-
ment in living standards for very large numbers of people very rapidly. This is the
pressure which leads to the desire of almost all the developing countries for rapid
technical and economic progress.
However, once the developing countries began to industrialized, began to succeed with
their take off towards improving living standards, you then have the paradox that al-
though they have high rates of growth, the relative rate of improvement has been less
than that of the already succesful industrialized countries. The combination of þigh po-
pulation grovth rates and a low starting point means that although succesful in absolute
terms the developing countries have been falling relatively further behind. If you add to
this tl¡e fact that the effect qf imForting capital intensive technologies from the West,
means that unemployment rates have been increasing rapidly in the developing coun-
tries, then you have an extremely explosive mixture of pressure for rapid change, dis-
satisfaction with the relative level of achievements, and high unemployment rates aris-



ing from technical innovation from advanced technologies introduced from the West,
Iargely through multinational corporations. This is a highly e><plosive situation and it
suggests thatthe problem of inequality is an extremely important one, bothworldwÍde
and within countries, when we are considering how to deal with such problems as infla-
tion and world economic development. It could be that a greater spread of equality, a
reductÍon of inequalities on a world basis and within the countries will be a necessary
condition for sustaining the acceptance of technical and social change.
These two points are probably not very controversial, but I come no\ry to the two points
which are more controversial and which have a greater direct bearing on policy for
technology and policy for innovation. The third point I want to make is that the techni-
cal innovation mechanism which in my belief has worked extraordinarely well for capi-
tal goods, for machinery, for systems, for processes, has not worked quite so well
for consumer goods. And I think it is even possible to argue that it worked befter for
consumers in the 19th century than it has done in the 20th century. Galbraithrs idea of
producers sovereignty, of firms imposing their ideas on the consumers, is I think
rather wide of the mark in relation to capital goods. But I think it is uncomforTably
near the mark in a number of consumer goods industries. I want to take only two ex-
amples.
First of aII take an example which may be an insular peculiarity of the United Kingdom,
and if so, I apoligize for this insular example. It is nevertheless an interesting one. In
the nineteen fifties and the nineteen si:<tieS about half the housing built in the United
Kingdom was built by municipal councils, local counsils subsidized from the central
government. This local authority housing was overwhelmingly, flats designed for rent
to working class families at relatively low rents. WeIl, hitherto, up till the nineteen
fífties, the general trend in Britain had been to build relatively low rise housing. But
in the nineteen fifties high rise tower-blocks of flats became the preferred method for
most of the large local authorities, in London, Birmingham, Manchester, ShefÏield
etc. The blocks that went up began to be 6, 8, 72, \5, 20, 24 story blocks. These be-
came the predominant method of local housing in the late fifties and the early and mid
sixties. One would think that a revolutionary change of that character which involved
big technical, big economic changes and a big change in the way of life for the families
who live in those flats, ought to take place in response to consumer sovereignty, to
consumer preference and consumer demand. But the extraordinary thing is, that aII
the evidence points to the opposite conclusion.
First of all on the straight economics, it has been shown conslusively by Stone at the
National Institute of Economic and Social Research and by everyone else who is gone
into the economics of the question, that throughout this period high rise flats were
more expensive to construct than low rise houses or 3 - 4 story flats. So that all
through this period, which I do not need to remind you was a period of extreme econo-
mic difficulty for the United Kingdom, a period of continuous pressure on central and
local government budgets, a more expensive method of construction of dwellings was
adopted than other alternatives that were available within the country. That means that
a more expensive technical solution was adopted to a very important problem, which is
perhaps the most important problem aJter food for consumer welfare.
Secondly not only was it a more expensive solution; this might have been perhaps justi-
fiable if there was evidence of strong consumer preference in favour of the more ex-
pensive solution, but it was also an unwanted solution. All the sociological evidence in-
dicates that consumer preferences throughout this period remained strongly against
high rÍse flats and particularly amongst working class families with small children. It
was only a small minority of the occupants of these dwellings who actually expressed a
preference for these high rise flats. When you come to think of it this Ís an astonishing
thing, that in a consumer service which most intimately effects the lives of ordinary
people the whole mechanism should apparently operate to the disadvantage of the people
who were using those services.
This can be of peculiarity of the U. K. , this insular preference for low rise living com-
pared with high rise living and it could be of course that values would change and that
people will come to prefer living in 15 of 20 story blocks even in the United Kingdom.
But it has not happened yet, and in spite of it not having happened, this solution was



imposed on very large numbers of people. It seems to me, that if that kind of thing
does happen against people's known preferences, then it must lead to some degree of
discontent and dissatisfaction with the way in which technical progress in the construc-
tion industry and in the urban environment works out for the ordinary person.
Secondly take another aspect of technical irurovation which again intimately affects very
Iarge numbers of ordinary people: so called, perhaps misnamed, consumer durables.
Almost everyone who owns a car or owns a televisÍon set, and again this may be much
worse in the U. K. than elsewhere, knows that one experiences problems over repairs
and servicing. One would think it was a relatively simple thing to establish an efficient
system of garages and of television and washing machine repairs. But apparently this
is very far from the case, and every survey done by the consumers association and
other consumer organizations in the U. K. , shows that even where there is fairly wide-
spread competition between garages for services to car orÃ/ners., the standard of ser-
vicing of cars is dismally low by any standard of technical or economic performance.
This again is rather astonishing, that when you have this terrific success in supplying
a range of goods which undoubtedly satisfy people in the sense that they would like to
have television, they like to have cars, is accompanied by terrific frustration when it
comes to repairing and maintaining these desired goods. This again I think is another
cause of discontent with the fruits of technical progress and economic growth.
I could go on with many other examples but time is too short. The point I want to nlake
here is that I believe that there is some evidence that Ín capital goods the survival of
the fittest mechanism operates pretty well, because users of capital goods have got the
buying por,ver and the technical sophistication to challenge the suppliers on equal terms.
So therefore in capital goods the producers cannot get away with shoddy stuff or with
poor technical service for customers. The position is very different in consumer goods
because of the disparity in buying power and the disparity in advertising, publicity and
in scientific and technical know-how between users and suppliers. No amount of ab-
stract economic discussion can get away from this fundamental disparity. So it seems
to me therefore, that the problem of technology assessment in consumers goods and
the technology policy design to protect consumers in advanced technical products , is
extremely important for all industrialized countries. Although I personally think that
Ralph Nader exaggerates his points, I do believe very firmly that the American auto-
mobile industry has got what it richly deserved in having Ralph Nader.
I come now to the last point I want to make about the reason for questioning of technical
innovation and economic growth, and this relates to the very massive súccess of econo-
mic growth itself. Inevitably when you have got not just a few countries but the whole
world economy launched on a path of sustained and rapid economic growth, then doubts
must arise about how long this process and this progress can be sustained. Obviously
questions arise about depletion of minerals, metals, about depletion of fossil fuels and
about the environmental side effects of capital investment and growth of population on
this enormous scale. Therefore it is not surprising that when people began to try to
work out and extrapolate into the future present day trends of population growth, tech-
nical change and economic grotth, they came to some rather alarming conclusions.
The best known examples of this speculation about the long term consequences of this
continuing process of world economic growth, are the M.I. T. models, the so-called
World II model of Forester and its successor the more complicated World III model of
Dennis Meadows and his associates, published in the book tLimits to growtht with the
forthcoming technical report which will be pubtished this spring.
We have made at Sussex inthe Science PolicyResearch Unit, afairly detailed studyof
both these models World II and World IIL We have done hundreds of computer runs to
test out the sensitivity of the various assumptions, and to try out the effect of changing
some of the relationships. As a result of this testing of these models and as a result of
the examination of the assumptions built into these models, we have written a series of
14 papers on the different sub-systems and on the model as a whole, and these are be-
ing published in the journal t'Futuresrr and in book form. I do not want to repeat whât
will be easily available, but simply to single out two main points in our analyses of the
M. I. T. work, to show why I think that although we have rnany points of agreement with
the M.I. T. researches, nevertheless in their present form these two world models
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would be a bad guide to technology and in¡ovation policy. The main points that I want to
make relate to the capital sector and the assumptions made about technical progress.
In considering the capital sector, which is one of the 5 sub-systems of the model, it is
essential to bear in mind that the model is more sensitive to the behaviour of the capi-
tal sub-system than any other sub-system, including the population sub-system.
The behaviour of the capital sub-system is based upon six assumptions about the real
'world, and in our view none of these six assumptions can be justified either by the em-
pirical evidence relating to 1900 to 1970, or as a plausible logical construction about
the likely course of events between 1970 and 2070. So I want very quickly to go through
these six assumptions and to say why I think they are not a reliable representation of
real rÃ/orld behaviour in the past or likely a real world behaviour in the future. The
first critical assumption, made in both World II and World III, is that the average life
of industrial capital is 14 years, and this is taken to be a constant right through the pe-
riod from 1900 to the year 2100. The average tife of service capital, which comprises
a high proportion of buildings rather than machinery, the average life of service capi-
tal is taken to be either 18 or 20 years, a tittle bit longer than industrial capital. The
second important assumption, is that the industrial capital output ratio is also a con-
stant over these 200 years with a value of 3. The third important assumption is, that
because the capital output ratio is held to be constant, and because labour is omitted
from the model, therefore the assumption is made that there will be no diminishing re-
turns to capital investment in industry, i. e. that technical progress will be sustained
in relation to capital goods. Fourthly the assumption is made that the past and future
share of sectors, that is agriculture, mining, industry, and services, can be deter-
mined in two ways. One by assuming that consumption will be and has been 43 percent
of.industrial output, a constant over 200 years, secondly that the changes between agri-
culture secondary activity and tertiary activities can be extrapolated by using cross-
country data based on Cheneryrs \Mork, which means to say that if average world per
capita income rises from its present level of about 600 dollars per capita to about 1200
dollars, itisassumedthatthedistributionbysectorswhenitreaches1200dollarswill
be that of countries wrth a 1200 dollar per capita income today. Finatly, the assump-
tion is made that the values of the population, that is their preferences between diffe-
rent goods and services, will be unchanged from 1970 to 2100.
We believe that none of these assumptions can be justified by the empirical evidence or
as plausible extrapolations of the behaviour of the world to 2100. First of all, take the
average life of industrial capital. The model has attempted to build a purely physical
model of the world, and their assumption of average life of industrial capital was meant
to be about the physical life of capital assets. But in fact of course, the assumption of
14 years is not based upon physical data, it is based upon national accounts data for
1967, and this life of industrial capital is not a physical phenomenon, it is a social eco-
nomic phenomenon based on depreciation procedures and accounting procedures and
commercial obsolescence within manufacturing industry. And to postulate that in the
kind of situation envisaged in the next century, of an extreme shortage of capital for all
purposes, because of the assumed diminishing returns to investment in agriculture and
resources, to postulate that in these circumstances the average life of industrial capi-
tal would be a constant unchanged at L4years, seems to us to be implausible in the ex-
treme.
Secondly the assumption of the industrial capital output ratio with a constant value of 3,
is based only on United States data and on no other countries' data. And this again
seems to us to be extremely implausible, because all the evidence is that there are
considerable variations in the value of the capital output ratio between 2 and 8. And yet
the introduction of alternative assumptions about the capital output ratio, produces very
different results on the behaviour of the model. If you include the capital output ratio
with a value of 4 growth stops all together, if you put in a value of 2 the model would
e>çlode and catastrophie would have occured before 1970. So that this extreme sensiti-
vity to a few critical assumptions and the rigidity of all 6 of these critical assumptions
assuming constants for 5 out of 6, seems to us inevitably to give the result of explosive
growth followed by catastrophic collapse. A more sensitive modelling procedure, which
allowed for the flexability of real world social economic variables, would we think give



very different results. In our work we have included alternative assumptions which
suggest that the mode of behaviour could then be a gradual approach to limits, rather
than explosive growth followed by catastrophic collapse.
My final point is that our disagreement with the M.I. T. work, rests not on the view
that we.should not make mathematical models in the future, on the contrary we agree
with them that such models are extremely important, and better models, we hope,
should be built and long term prognostication should be encouraged. lVe would agree
with them that technology assessment of long term changes is essential, but we believe
that the assumptions they have built in this particular model are unrealistic and give
an unnecessarely gloomy view of the irnmediate outlook for the next 2 generations. We
believe that t,Le physical resources will not constrain the growth of the world economy
at least for 2 generations and therefore we would not be prepared to sacrifice the
growth of the developing countries in particular with the presently ascertainâble risks.
But from the long term point of view undoubtedly this kind of model is extremely im-
portant and in one form or another, this kind of model building and long term technolo-
g'y assessment must gradually become an ingredient of European technology assessment
as well as a worldwide technolog'y assessment system.
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DISCUSSION

Question

I would like to bring up the point of housing, which Professor Freeman chose as an ex-
ample of the failure of consumer oriented innovation. I would have thought that the evi-
dence was overwhelmingly that consumers in Great Britain were not allowed to exert
any choice whatsoever in the matter of housing. In fact it was quite simply this, that a
local authority imposed this and induced people to occupy them by charging rents well
below the market price. I would have thought that, had the market mechanism be allow-
ed to operate, these particular sources of discontent would never have occured.
i think this point is related to the second example of servicing of consumer durables.
In fact, I think Professor Freeman indicated something of the true nature of the pro-
blem himself , when he said the average consumer did not exert the same sort of buying
power as the consumer of industrial capital goods. This is very true, in fact the aver-
age consumer is much more concerned with the object, the direct manifesration of his
purchase, than with the long term implications of it, as would be, for example, a che-
mical plant purchaser. The fact is that service is available, but the consumer just
does not want to pay for it. And he only fÍnds this out after he has had the object for
two or three years. Perhaps Professor Freeman would comment on these two points,
in the light of his suggestion that government should play a larger, not a smaller part
indicating the future of technological innovation.

Answer

WelI, on the point about flats I would agree of course. But the main problem was that
the consumers ïvere not able to give expression to their preferences. I dontt think it
would follow that if there had been no subsidized local authority housing, then the situa-
tion would have been better, the conelusion which was suggested. As long as average
per capita incomes were rather low, I think there was a very good reason for subsidiz-
ing public housing for rent, because if you calculate the proportion of a manrs wages
which must go on an economic rent, if becomes clear that, if you have a pure market
mechanism, then a fairly large group of consumers will have extremely low standards
of housing. What I was suggesting was that the mechanism did not work well, but I
donrt think ít follows that a pur.e private enterÞrise solution would be the way to solve
that particular problem. I would agree that if you introduce an element of public subsi-
dy, then it is very important that this should not lead to the implicit imposition of a
public policy against the known wishes of consumers.
I certainly agree that in any case of public regulation or public control, whether in
housing or in any other field, an extremely important aspect of that public regulation
must be the ascertainment of consumer preferences and consumer wishes.
On the second point about the buying power of consumers in relation to consumer dur-
ables. But I believe that here too, an exclusive reliance on the market mechanism
would not necessarily give the most desirable results. Just take the case of exhaust-
pipes on cars; here the market mechanism has not succeeded in providing the consu-
mer with a satisfactory product.
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Stimulation of creativity - Generation of ideas

Professor K. HoIt
Visiting professor of Industrial Management at the International Institute for the Ma-
nagement of Technology, Milan, with leave of absence from the University of Trond-
heim, the Norwegian Institute of Technology

L lntroduction

Today, most organizations operate in a dynamic environment, characterized by rapid
technological, marketing, economical, political and societal changes. This adds a new
dimension to the managerial task. For many managers it is a heavy burden, it may
even be a question of survival of the organization. However, for those managers, who
are able to respond and capitalize uponthe changes, it is muchto gain. Those who are
able to perceive new needs and utilize technological and social advances, for them
there are tremendous opportunities. This is first of all a question of creativity.

IL The concept of creativity

Millions of words have been written about creativity, but our knowledge about the topic
is very limited. This is not surprising. Creativity is rather new as a field of scientific
study, as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Number of professional papers on creativity
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1. Definitions

It is easy to talk about creativity, but it is hard to define, One lacks a commonly ac-
cepted all purpose definition. Many persons have tried, but without success. Among
the many existing definitions, the two shown in figure 2 are widely used.

CREATIVITY IS

I. THE COMBINATION OF
EXISTING ELEMENTS
IN NEW WAYS

il. TTIAT THINKING 1MHICH
RESULTS IN THE PRO-
DUCTION OF IDEAS THAT
ARE BOTH NOVEL AND
WORTIIWHILE

Figure 2. Two common definitions of creativity

Both definitions require that the result must represent something that is new. The se-
cond has a weakness as it depends entirely on a subjective assessment of what is worth-
while , Even with this , it appears to be best for practical purposes . It is action orient-
ed. Creativity is more than imagination. Industry needs irurovative ideas - they must
be worthwhile - creative thinking must be converted into innovative action. In practice
an idea should be considered worthwhile if it is accepted by the person or body con-
cerned for further investigatÍon, for example a feasability study.

2. Theories of creativity

A number of so-called "theories " or hypotheses trying to e4plain creativity have been
presented. Those which are most important from an industrial point of view are shown
in figure 3.

T THE THEORYOF NECESSITY

II. THE CHANCE THEORY

III. THE ACHIEVEMENT THEORY

IV. THE THEORY OF THE GENruS

V. THE THEORY OF SPECIAL GIFTS

VI. THE THEORYOF THE SUBCONSCIOUS

Figure 3. Some theories of creativity
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The theory of the genius indicates that creativity belongs to people who have inherited a
faculty tõ create wEicñTs not found in other persons.
The theory of special gifts considers some people to be gifted with regard to a certain
area such as mathematics, music, etc.
The theory of the subconscious assumes that creative ideas have their origin in pre-
vious experiences. The formation of new patterns is the result of uncontrolled proces-
ses in the subconscious mind.

AII theories are to a certain extent supported by practical cases, but none of them
gives a general ex¡planation. It does however appeaï that the theory of the subconscious
has had a great influence on those who have studied the creative process.

3. The creative process

The creative process can be divided in four steps, as shown in figure 4.

Ttre theory of necessity states that creative behaviour is motivated by forces outside
the individual.
The chance theory claims that ideas are the result of chance occurrences.
The achievement theory assumes that creative behaviour is born out of the desire to
accomplish something.

I PREPARATION

II. INCUBATION

m. ILLUMINATION

IV. VERIFICATION

Figure 4. The creative process

Preparation starts with recognition of a need or the wish to accomplish something.
This step also includes some kind of problem definition.
Incubation is characterized by a number of more or less subconscious processes. The
ñattõF-iË-dropped for a while and taken up at the subconscious level.
Illumination is characterized by the synthesis and the creation of an idea. The new idea
GTiõugEtTo the conscious plane.
Verification is the last step. Here comes evaluation, elaboration and refinement of the
Ìãea.

III. Generation of ideas

Creative ideas are needed throughout the innovation process, which is illustrated with
a simple model in figure 5. In real life the process is iterative and highty dynamic with
a number of feed-back loops.

The impact of creative behaviour is strongest in the first stage, generation of ideas.
This is a crucial point as it starts and gives the direction to the whole innovation pro-
cess. It consists, as shown in figure 6, of the fusion of a perceived need with the re-
cognition of a technical opportunity.
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PREPARATiON
FOR IMPLE-
MENTATION

IMPLEMEN-
TATION

PROCESSING
OF IDEAS

Figure 5. The innovation process

INFOR MA TIO N

NEEDI lop pon ru NITY
L--

FUSION

CREATIVE iDEA

Figure 6. Generation of a creative idea

1. Needs and opportunities

The great majority of innovations are of an incremental nature and start by the percep-
tion of a need, as shown in figure 7. Most basic innovations, or the really great advan-
ces, are initiated by discovering a technical opportunity.

DISCOVERIES 2íVo

NEEDS tolo

Figure 7. The importance of the need pull for successful irmovations

2. Tech¡ical ideas

Although the need perception is important, one should not overlook the technical as-
pects. Figure 8 shows that ideas for the technical solution of minor imovations origi-
nate mostly inside, whereas about two third of the basic irurovations come from outside.
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Figure 8. Technical solutions originating inside the exploiting company

A-lthough generation and development of good ideas is important, there are other ways
of arriving at the technical solution, as shown in figure ö. On" áan adopt others' idås
and adapt them. A third alternative is to acquire an invention and exploìt it commer-cially.

MAJOR INNOVATIONS 3íVo

MINOR INNOVATIONS 6570

Figure 9. Approaches for finding a technical solution

3. Information input

Most companies are concerned with minor innovations developed inside the company.
The information input for this t119e of innovation is shown in figure L0.

PERSONAL KNOW-HOW 507o

PERSONAL CONTACTS 2370

PRINTED MATERIAL t/o

Figure 10. Information input for finding the technical solution

The most important input is personal know-how, which could be
tion. Remarkable is the little importance of printed material.

called stored informa-
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IV. Need for creativity

The first requisite for the stimulation of creativity is the recognition of the need for it'
M;J;rfi""irãiioo. today work as open systems i11 interaction with a dynamic environ-
ment. Tiris requires, aõ showninfigure 11, managers who canhandle and improve

currént activities aná at the same time have su.fficÍent innovative and creative capacity

to anticipate and hadle the changes.

PAST - UNIMODAL FUTURE - BIMODAL

IMPROVEMENTS
in current products,
processes and ma-
nagement system.

IMPROVEMENTS
and

INNOVATIONS

Figure 11. The future requires a bi-modal firm

During recent years there has been a number of societal changes which have implica-
tions lor the company. Many people are beginning to question the value of work that

tves onty *otr"y. tLey have-ce"taitt 
"r.pectations 

with regard to the way they should

Ëe treateã at woik - tttäV require recogñition and self-fulfilment through the use of

their creative talents.

The capacity of an organi zation to adapt to a dSmamic environment depends on the moti-
vation ät its emptoyeðs. The manager must be aware of human needs and create an or-
ganizational clii¡ate that allows foi self-fulfilment by giving stimulation to independent
thinking and creatíve engagement.

V. Identification of creative individuals

Creative ability appears to be distributed along a Gaussian culY9. Of particular impor-
tance are those with a very high creative potential They should be identified and sti-
mulated. Various tests can be helpful here. One weakness is that they tend to measure
imagination more than creativity. This is an important, -but not sufficient condition for

"reãtiv" 
behaviour. However, têsts are useful because they can indicate individuals

with high or low creative potential.

VI. Training in creative thinking and problem solving

Creative behaviour of individuals and groups can be stimulated and improved by various
techniques.

1. Analytical techniques

These techniques are based on logical analysis of the problem and its various elements.
The best-lsrown is mogtrglggica! sryly!Þ where all conceivable theoretical solutions
of the independent vãiia6les aiéJisted.
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2. Free association techniques

Ttrese techniques stimulate the free flow of thought. They are based on the principle
that judgement must be suspended and that all ideas should be considered. Quantity is
encouraged. The best-known free association technique is brainstorming. It can bã ap-
plied individually but is normally used by groups. Cross-fertilizatioñlvolving the
combination and improvement of ideas coming from others is sought. Evaluation is
ruled out during the session, but is done thoroughly afterwards.

3. Forced relationship techniques

A forced relationship is established between normally unrelated products or ideas. One
of the best-known is the catalogue technique, where two items are picked at random.

4. Eclectic approaches

The various techniques have their spokesmen, but no definite technique can be recom-
mended as a standard approach. One should be taught a variety of creative problem-
solving techniques and select those that are most appropriate in each case. Ttris could
greatly improve the quality of ideas generated as shown in figure 12.

Figure 12. Improvement in the generation of creative ideas through training

In order to use creative problem solving in a company, a sufficient numbeii" of motivat-
ed key-people from various levels and departments should be trained in the use of the
various techniques and act as a core for creative problem-solving groups throughout
the organization.

VII. Organizational climate

Identification of creative individuals and training and application of creative problem
solving techniques can be a great stimulation for creativity. However, the results can
be bad if the organizational climate does not foster creative behaviour. This is a key
point in stimulating creativity.

Most companies are organized with the aim of enhancing the effectiveness of the manu-
facturing, marketing and improvement of current products. This gives the traditional
type of organization with clearly defined tasks, rules and procedures, rigidity of struc-
ture, and obediance and con-formity in the behaviour of employees. Such an organiza-
tion is not satisfactory in a dy'namic environment.

In order to adapt to rapid changes, one must have an organization characterized by
speed, flexibility, participation and creativity. Unfortunately, there exists no standard
solution. Various approaches may be tried, A more organic management system with
departmental differentiation, with interdisciplinary project groups, a certain concen-
tration of innovative fiurctions and various forms of direct employee participation, can,
under certain circumstances, be a step in the right direction.
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Whichever solution is selected, one thing is the theoretical design, another how it
works in actual practice. Often it is useful to assess the impact of the management
system on the organi zational clÍmate such as it is perceived by the employees*. A me-
thod based on 13 factors is sholvn in figure 13.

Figure 13. Basic factors characterizing the organizational climate

The basic measurement tool is a questionnaire in two versions one for managers and
one for staff members. For each climate factor the respondents indicate perceived and
desired climate. They also list the three climate factors they find most important and
the three of least importance.

A number of climate studies, both in large and small organizations, indicate that the
most important factors are rrTime for creative activitytr and I'Attitude of supervisortl.

Time for creative activity, i. e. time to communicate with people, read, calculate, ex-
@icularlyimportantincorurectionwiththegenerationofthe
basic idea, where one has to link old patterns into new relationships. However, when
an idea has emerged and is accepted, then the processing of it can often be stimulated
by fixing definite time limits for its development and implementation.

Attitude of supervisor and the type of leadership he employs has a great impact on the
climate. His willingness to give encouragement and support, his help in the generation
of ideas and the way he represents his group, is of great importance. Here is probably
one of the most important and difficult tasks facing many marìagers.

VI[. Stimulation of creativity

Creativity can be stimulated in a number of ways. However, here is a paradoxial situa-
tion. Both from an organizational and individual point of view irurovation and creativity
are strongly needed, but both organizations and individuals fight against it. A basic
change in attitude is needed.
Organizations try to protect the status quo. They are designed for efficiency in manu-

* This can be done for diagnostic purposes and for control of the results after changes
have been made in order to improve the climate.

I. TIME FOR, CREATIVE ACTIVITY '

Ii. FREEDOM FROMRESTRICTIONS

III. FREEDOM OF CHOICE

IV. RECEPTION OF NEW IDEAS

V. ATTITUDE OF SUPERViSOR

VI. ATTITUDE OF THE ORGANIZATION

VII. RECOGNÌTION OF CREATWITY

VIII. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

D(. INTERACTION WITH OTHERS

X. COMPOSITION OF STAFF

XI. METHOD OF PROBLEM-

SOLVING

XII. CONTACT WITH THE PROJECT

XIII. TYPE OF PROJECT
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facturing, marketing and improvement of current products, resulting in an organiza-
tion characterized by rigidity and conformity. Individuals have learned to be conJor-
mist both in school and at work. This has up to now proved to be satisfactory in a
stable environment. However, it does not fit the requirements of an innovative organi-
zatioî. Strong organizational and personal barriers must therefore be broken down.
This requires a definite effort from top management which could result in a specific
action program for promotion of innovation and creativity. An example of the basic
structure of such a program is shown in figure 14.

INTRODUCTORY PHASE

MEASUREMENTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL C LIMATE

PROBLEM DEFINITION

PROBLEM SOLUTION

IMPLEMENTATION

FOLLOW UP

Figure 14. Program for promotion of irurovation and creativity

(Time did not permit the lecturer to comment on the program. He therefore concluded
by referring those who have a particular interest to the following publication:
Holt, K, Ttre Scanship Case. A program for promotion of innovation.
The International Institute for Management of Technology. Milan, June 1972. 69 p.
which can be ordered from the International Institute for the Management of Technolo-
gy, 63 Corso Magenta, 20123 Milano, Italia).
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DISCUSSION

Question

In talking about discovery push and need pull you said that discovery push is only 20
per cent' I have however the impression that the really big innovations nearly always
are a result of discovery push. But even ín those cases where discovery push was the
prime mover, there must have been some kínd of need pull for otherwise the innova-
tíon could not have been a succes on the market. So I am in some difficulties about your
definitions of discovery push and need pull and I would like to ask you to enlarge some-
what upon them.

Answer

The data I referred to is a simplification of what is going on in real life, which is far
more complícated. As an example, let us take the diesel motor, It was developed by
Rudolf Diesel, whowasanextremelygiftedandcreativeman. Duringhisstudiesaf ott"
of the technical universities in Germany he got his ideas listening to lectures on the
theory of the heat engine. There he decided in a very general way that it would be
worth-while to investigate the possibility of constructing a motor based as nearly as
possible on the ideal cycle. He was achievement oriented, had an idea and wanted to do
somethong. This is an example of discovery push. But at the same time the cities were
suffering from smoke, produced by ptants with big steam en'gines and large smoke
stacks. There obviously was a need for replacing the steam engine by something else.
It is likely that Diesel was aware of this need.

Question

You have given a number of reasons for the necessíty of being more and more creative.
They were reì¡ted, I gathered, to the increasing complexity of society and technologi-
cal grovth and you maintained that traditional logic añd the-analytical approach werã
not suJficient anymore. Secondly you mentioned that organizing lor creátivity training
gives a big increase in the capacity for problem solving. But even if you takê into ac-
count an exponential groll'th in complexity, I simply do not believe that training and or-
ganizing is an answer in the long run, and I do think when people feel the complexity of
things to be beyond their control, that they turn to creativity training as a panacea ând
in these cases brainstorming might become a fashionable escape reattion. Could you
comment on this ?

Answer

The question gives me an opportunity to stress an important point. People are not alike
and_uniform. Some people are analytically minded anã make great contiibutions with
analytical methods. They experiment, fail, learn and finally get a good solution. So in
gengra_l I think analytícal methods good, and as I indicated there arè many analytical
methods that appear to be very useful. But you should teach people r va"i"ty oitechni-
ques and maybe the analytical type can get even better ideas by þarticipatinþ in groups
with brainstorming, of course there are many highly creative-pèople who hãve d=one-
fantastic things withou! any trainíng in creative piobiem solving af all and history gives
us many instances of that. But if you want to stimulate large gfoups in organizatioãs to
behave creativily, it follows from the data referred to thattrãining in creãtive problem
solving gives results. It must be admitted, however, that it is extiemely diffic;lt to
measure in practice the correlation between training results and job performance. My
conc_lusion is that if you want to train people in creative problem iolving, you should
teach them a variety of methods and techniques so that tñey can use thoãe ãhey find
most appropriate.
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Comment

Perhaps I can add something to this. At the Batelle Institute at Franldurt we did a se-
ries of studies of creativity techniques and we discovered that we had to distinguish be-
tween different types of problems. For a certain t5,pe of problem brainstorming gives
the best results, for another type morphology gives the most useful results.

Comment

I would like to comment on two points. The first is on the figures you gave about the
relatively low inJluence of the scientific and technícal literature on creatívity. Then you
said that perhaps the information services should be improved or engineers should
learn to read. I do not entirely agree with this. In my experience people who read less
are more creative and people who absolutely beaver through the literature day after day
are better at following up creâtive ideas whích are fed to them. I thínk the literature is
important for communication and for the recording of results which can be used once
the basic creative idea has been established.
Secondly, I would like to comment on creativity training. I do agree with the general
tone of the remark that has been just made, that creativity training can be a disappoint-
ment, but I think that this will only occur if one expects to produce a sausage machine
where one puts in an input, turns a handle and expects to get a result. These techniques
have to be used with intelligence and with caution. And I take your point about imagina-
tion as being a vital part of creativity, but in our creativity training programs we have
found that the first signal of the appearance of creativity, particularly with young peop-
le in such courses, is the enormous flowering of their imagination, which shows itself
not in scientific terms but in artistic terms, drawing, poetry, writing and so on.

Comment

(HoIt) I do thank both gentlemen from the audience for their helpful comments, which
are, I think, very important for all in management who have something to do with crea-
tivity training programs.

Question

I would like to ask another question on discovery push and need pull and about the figu-
res of 30 per cent. and 70 per cent. Do these percentages refer to the number of cases
straightaway, or have they been weighted in some way or other by their financial, eco-
nomical or psychological importance ?

Answer

The data referred to can be found in a study by Myers and Marquis ( M. L T. ) covering
600 innovations in American companies. They studied incremental or improvement in-
novations and found that about 75 per cent. were initiated by somebody perceiving a
need.

Question

But I do have the impression that the really important innovations, that changed the
world in certain aspects, are in the catagory of discovery push. Is that correct?

Answer

Yes, in general it is. Most of the great advances come from highly gifted people, who
are achievement oriented and who see a technical possibility and develop it. And I have
already mentíoned the Diesel motor as a tlpical example. The study of Myers and Mar-
quis however, covers only incremental innovations, innovations that may be a part of a
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najor innovation. Here too, the Diesel motor is a good example. Originally the fuel
was injected by compressed air, and later thÍs was replaced by a fuel pump. This is a
good example of an incremental innovation whieh is a pâit of a ûj.ajor irurovation,

Question

In your lecture you saíd that the creativity of people falls of after they have reached the
age of 30 years. But we all lúrow that there are people who stay ereative long after that.
Would you comment on thís ?

Answer

My remark was based on a study made bV one. man and he did not back it up ïtith any
ex¡rerimental evÍdence. The study did, however, refer to ordináry people änd not té the
highly creative. The conclusions of this study may be somewhat exaggerated, but most
of us feel that they are rather relevant. lVhen we turn to the highly creative, we have
firm evidenee that most mathematicians reach their peak between 25 and 30 years and
that most natural seieRtists do so when they are r.¡-etween 30 and 40 years of age. There
arê instanqes of people who made highly creatÍve contributions at a higher age, but that
does seêm to be out of the ordinary,
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Management of innovation. The role of communication.

Professor Albert Shapero
Professor of Management
Visiting professor at the International Institute for the Management of Technology, Milan
University of Texas
Austin, Texas
u. s. A.

Man is differentiated from all other creatures by his ability to conceive of new goals,
to select from among them, and to create the social mechanism and technologies for
achieving the goals selected.
Theprocessof creatingandusingtheresultsof mantscreativeeffortshas, overthe
past few years, been described and discussed under the heading of I'innovatÍontr, which
is an omnibus vyord that is used rather imprecisely.

To avoid some of the confusion that marks the literature on the subject I have chosen to
try to define t'innovation'1 in a way that includes the sense, in which it is used by seri-
ous scholars in the field as well as the way it is used here to mean the overall process
by which invention is brought into being and into successful use by potential users.
The innovation process includes three major and overlapping subprocesses: generation,
transformation and diffusion (See Figure 1).
As can be seen in the chart, the overall innovation process consists of three major
overlapping subsystems or subprocesses: the lcrowledge generation subsystems, the
knowledge transformation subsystems and the innovation diffusion subsystem.

The knowledge generation subsystem
The lorowledge generation subsystem is concerned with the generation, storage and cir-
culation of new knowledge. It includes, as far as we know, universities, institutes, Ia-
boratories, scientific societies, libraries and the scientific and technical publishing
establishment. It includes academic research, pure research, applied research.

The transformation sul¡yElelq is devoted to the conceptual and operational transforma-
tion@ingsomeco1Iectionoflcrow1edgetobearonaproblem,
opportunity or need almost always requires some transformation from idea to device;
from one form of use to another. The subsystem includes development, technology
transfer (transfer from use in one context to use in another), technology utilization
(transfer from one intended use to another). An innovation must usually go through a
final transformation into a form that can be produced and marketed. Thus the transfor-
mation system includes such functions as production engineering and tooling.

The diffusion subsystem is a cohesive and coherent follow-on of the transformation sub-
system. The diffusion subsystem includes marketing institutions and extension service
ànd also includes a variety of information distribution systems that may or may not be
directly connected with marketing in its broadest sense ( e. g. advertising, fairs, ex-
hibits ) .

Management of the innovation process
Management of the innovatÍon process, then, is the conscious, deliberate, intelligent
manipulation of resources and conditions to achieve and control the type, quality and
quantity of innovation desired, (Control of the innovation process does not only mean
obtaining more innovation more rapidly. It also means achieving a desirable decrease
in such harmful innovations as dangerous drugs).
Management means the ability to apply our resources and energies to the three subpro-
cesses I have just described, so that we get what we vr'ant in terms of utility at the end-
point of the process. The management of irurovation includes a large spectrum of acti-
vities from the management of academic research to the conduct of industrial fairs. It
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starts with trying to generate more and better research results or knowledge more ef-
fectively and efficiently. It continues with the management of direction, quality and
quantity of development and technologr transfer, and proceeds through efforts to in-
creâse the rate and quantity of acceptance of an innovation by the final users.

Government and industry are interested in many parts of the entire process. It is clear
that industry has a vital interest in improving the ability to manage innovation since it
is interested in obtaining and maintaining a competitive position in the marketplace.
Industry wants new or improved products, new processes that lower costs and prices
and new meâns for providing imfroved service. Government has a vital interest in ma-
naging the innovation process in the interest of improving the social, economic and po-
liticat position and condition of the nation. Government is interested in innovation for
such things as increasing productivity, improving the economy, attaining better health
and welfare for its citizens and achieving military security. Today, governments are
particularly interested in trying to obtain the transformation of their large investments
in research and development, to get more utility from the knowledge produced to date.

Unfortunately, despite a strong public interest in innovation, science and technology
there is on-ly a limited amount of empirical information available that is directly appli-
cable to the intelligent management of the innovation process; and if I may be permitted
a critical comment, what we have available is not known or is ignored by those who
could use it.

I hope you noted, as I did with some interest, that both Professor Freeman and Profes-
sor HoIt very carefully pointed to the empirical evidence, and I will follow the same
approach. The reason we emphasize the data is that we su-ffer from a pollution in dis-
cussions of irurovation. The sources of contamination are often the experienced, ac-
complished, scientists and engineers, who having been successful practitioners, think
they can speak authoritatively about the innovation process with no more data than a
datum point of one - their own ex¡rerience.
I would propose that the experience of one mal, a single point, Ís a poor basis upon
which to draw a curve.

Two sets of resources are central to every part of the innovation process: people and
information, and it is these two sets that are the I'materials " which irurovation mana-
gement must operate upon to have any effect on the process. Since people are the pro-
ducers, adopters and users of innovation their role is obvious and there is a large and
famÍIiar literature on creativity, otganizational behaviour, social, industrial and mar-
keting psychology that discusses the recruiting, motivating, educating and general
treatment of the human in the innovative context,

Not so familiar, and not so well treated, is the importance of information in every part
of the process. In one sense, we can make a good case for saying that the management
of irurovation is the management of information since research and development is real-
ly a process of transforming information from one state to another, transformation is
an information matching process, and diffusion is certainly a specific communications
problems in which we wish to elicit certain behaviors on the part of the receivers of
the information that we are transmitting concerning an innovation. The communication
of information is the process of transmitting the information from some source to some
receiver, and it is the process of communication of the information we loosely identify
as knowledge that I want to discuss in some detail.
In the rest of my paper I will discuss some of the relationship of inJormation to each of
the three major sub-areas in the innovation process drawing upon available results ob-
tained from a large number of empirical studies from such diverse fields of enquiry as
rural and medical sociology, inJormation behavior amongst scientists and engineers,
mass communications, the psycholog¡r of attitude change, propaganda, diJfusion and in-
novations economics and the history of science and technology. The discussion will be
in terms of a one man information system, a tÌ¡r'o person system, a national and, final-
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Iy a general inJormation system.
r will examine some of the imFlications for management of irrnovation that can be de_
veloped from the available information.

information system is the one-person information
system. I will discuss the one-person system in terms of manrs observed behavior
when dealing with the communication of inforuration, and not in terms of his internal
psychological makeup. To understand, design, or manage any part of the information
behavior relevant to the innovation process¡e reallJ-hgye tq understand sorlething of
the way the individual scÍentist, enlúneer and manalerô¡tâins and uses informatiõn;
the sources he tends to use, the charurels he prefers, the amount of time he spends
communicating and the differences between individuals with regard to information com-
munication behavior. Fig. 2 indicates some of the parameters that have been used in
emperical studies of information behavior.

- First, it is important to
s the working life of people engaged in the

innovation process. Studies of how scientists, engineers, general and production ma-
nagers spend their time all indicate that more time is spent in communicating at busi-
ness, scientific, personal and social levels than aII other professional activiiies com-
bined. Úr a study-of chemists it was found that the average time spent in communication
was well over 50Vo of theirworking time (33.4% in scientific communication, l0.4Vo in
business communication and over g7o on personal and social communications).

In a series of studies of scientists and engineers in organizations (Pelz and Andrews,
1966) it was found that productivity (as measured by publication of articles, reports
and the opinions of peers and supervisors) was generally correlated with frequency of
communication with colleagu.es and outsiders as well as with the number of people com-
municated with regularly. The more people regu.larly communicated with and the more
frequent the communications the more productivity. The only measure that sometimes
went down with frequency of communication was journal artiôte publication. Another
study found that journal article production was correlated with the amount of reading
done. The more a man reads the more articles he is likely to produce or vice ve"sã.

The idea ttrat a great deal of informal communication is related to productivity goes
contrary to the views of traditional managers who have drawn their views from ihe
classical, mass-production ethic. The idea that the coffee or tea break is as important
as any activity in the laboratory is difficult for many old line managers to digest. As
one man laughingly told me at a seminar in DtÍsseldorf , his boss agreed thatlhe cofTee
break was important. He thought that it was so important that he had coffee delivered to
every desk so that it would not be interrupted by useless conversation with others.

Sources and channels of information - When examining the use of formal literature, as
y with work situation. pure scientists make

greatet use of publish-ed materials (757o) than applied scientists (\OVo). Engineers
make almost no use of the so called 'rgood " scientific literature found in thã journals.
Engineers primarily use handbooks, manufacturersr catalogu.es, reprints, stândards,
specifications and research reports. Earlier, when Professor Holt pointed out that en-
gineers do not read the scientific literature, he humorously stated tñat some people
claim that engineers must be taught to read or should be provided with more time to
read. I propose that the ansu/er may be that the scientific literature is generally of no
use to the engineer.

When the 
-readjnq behavior of scientists has been compared with that of techaologists it

has been found that scientists are much more restrictèd to a narrow band, arealof-
work reading interest while technologists browse more, search many areas and read in
fields that are peripheral or marginally related to their apparent center of concentra-
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tion. Technologists or engineers, interested in solving a problem or generating a de-
sign that functions ane interested in finding any information that will help them with the
task at hand. Therefore they are constantly scanning avariety of sources and particu-
Iarly sources with immediate application to the problem at hand. Scientists are far nar-
rower and deeper in their literature needs, essentially consuming articles as one form
of input to the production of new journal articles. The very low use of journal articles
by engineers and technologists raises a serious question as to the wisdom of the cur-
rent and proposed expenditures on expensive computerized retrieval systems to make
available to engineers information which they do not use,

As has already been suggested, oral channels, or word of mouth, play a very impor-
tant place in information behavior in the innovation process. In one study it was found
that oral channels were used to acquire necessary information 30Vo of the time. In an-
other it was found that technologists use oral channels more than scientists. Something
of the nature and importance of oral, face-to-face communications is obtained from a
very interesting study of the use of various information charurels in research and de-
velopment projects, particularly under conditions of stress (Bodensteiner, 1g6?).
The latter study compared the use of written, telephonic and face-to-face communica-
tion on several projects, particularly during periods of confusion or difficulty. It was
found that in each instance of stress there was a buildup in the frequency of telephonic
communication followed by a buildup in face-to-face communication until the problem
was finished. written communications were apparently used as a means of putting
something on record, but not for the communication of currently needed information. A
further observation made during the study was that where organizations had more face-
to-face communications on a regular basis there appeared to be fewer periods of stress
on their projects.
The results of the research on use of channels suggest that there are characteristic
differences between channels that lead to the use of one, the face-to-face, more than
another, telephone, and both of the foregoing far more than written communication for
important or difficult commtmications. One important characteristic difference may be
in terms of richness; that is the number of symbols available in each charurel of com-
munication. In the English language there are about 29 symbols available for use in the
written language; 26 letters of the alphabet and three significant punctuation marks. In
the spoken language there is something like 49 or 50 sJrmbols available when one takes
into account all the forms of inflection, hesitation, vocal urgency and the like. In face-
to-face communications the number of symbols available include all of the vocal sym-
bols plus body posture and facial expression. If one writes to a stranger "You are a
pig : ", he must be prepared to add a very lengthy explanation or be prepared for a very
angry reaction. IJ one says the same words to a stranger on the telephone, but laugh-
ingly and with a warm voice, it is a completely different proposition. Finally, if oñe
says the same thing to a man while looking at him, smiling, shrugging one'J shoulders,
it can become a completely acceptable expressron.

It is, therefore, no surprise that difficult concepts, questions involving risk or trust
or difficulty, and problems of every kind are far more efficiently communicated face-
to-face than by phone, and far more efficiently by phone than bylhe written word.
(For those who heard this address at the Con-ference it wiII become obvious that the
wrÍtten rrtranslation " is far difTerent than the spoken version. ) When a man wants to
order an item that is completely described in a catalogue, a one line telex is suJficient.
The item number is sufficient description for the item. In most areas of the innovation
process, however, we are dealing with a high degree of indeterminancy, and are
forced, therefore, to resort to the richest form of communication available to avoid
confusion and error. Similarly, when we are faced with situations of risk or trouble
we resort to richer forms of communication in order to avoid misunderstandings that
could lead to serious and unwanted consequences.

Forlnd by accident - When asked where important information was obtained, from 18-
20To of the respõñdents in studies of inÍormation sources of scientists replied that it
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was rrby accident rt. It was the book next to the book that they thought was wanted or an
article in a journal next to the one that was sought, All of us have had this e>çerience,
and it has always seemed rather accidental. Ttre persistence of the order of magnitude
of such finds suggests that we are dealing with events that are not quite random. It
suggests that the information obtaining process is not linear or as direct as is often as-
sumed in the design of many retrieval systems. Furthermore it suggests that efforts to
classify documents of various kinds in too specific and constrained a marurer may rob
us of the ability to benefit from that percentage of information that has seemingly been
obûained by accident or by some process not yet fully understood.

My colleagu.e, Engineer Achille Ferrari, raises an important point in criticism of some
of the thinking that has been associated with information theory. He asks dialectically
whether, perhaps, the information is in the noise, and that it may be an error to as-
sume that noise is a degradation of signal. This is an interesting questÍon since it sug-
gests that when we have a specific message to transmit mechanically perhaps noise
means loss of that signal. However, if we consider each human as someone with a
thousand questions perhaps the noise provides an answer to one of the many questions
that had not been the subject of the main transmission but valuable nevertheless (i. e.
found by accident ) . If we take the view that each human is a multi-faceted organism
dealing with more than one question at a time it is important to consider whether too
clean and neat a mechanical system might not remove very important information from -
the system.

Situations - Situational factors have an effect on information behavior. The nature of
the work, the organizational and physical work setting, and the kind of inJormational
needs to be satisfied influence the way information is obtained and the kinds used. As
has already been pointed out, research workers have a greater need for the information
to be fou¡d in scientific journals than do technologists or marìagers. People with mis-
sion oriented problems use different materials and sources than do those with disci-
pline oriented problems.

Whether an organization places a high value on the acquisition and use of knowledge has
a distinct effect on the information behavior found within it. When I use the term "high
valuerr I am not referring to the size of the library's budget or the number of people
sent to conferences. I mean the kind of signals received by organization members with
regards to information behavior. If you have managers who show their disapproval of
reading at work, you will lave less reading. I have seen many a laboratory that had an
elaborate library system, elaborate lists of people who should getarîa;gazine next, but
no one picks one up because_ the system i.s not meant to work that way. If the organiza-
tion sends no orie of any iniliortance to technical meetings the sígnal is very clear to the
rest of the people how valued technical meetings are in the organization. If they send
only the new young people whom no one listens to, it tells you clearly what they think
about the meeting, and going to meetings. This is also true of seminars.
Since I have been a Professor, I find it rather amusing that companies almost never
send very important people to seminars, it tells you what they really think about edu-
cation. I am not sure they are not right, but it is a measure of the reward system in a
company, if it sends the junior people to se-grinars. Incidentally, if they gain anything
Ín the course, no one of importance listens to them anyway. We did some studies of
what happens to men who get masters degrees or doctors degrees under company spon-
sored programs in the United States, and we found that almost L00Vo of the time they
leave the company after getting their degree.

Some studÍes by M. I. T. sta"ff have reported on the effects of physical proximity on
communication of work related material. It was found that the great majority of such
communications took place between people whose desks were less than 30 meters apart.
I have e>qperimented with this idea when I was a manager of several research groups,
and found that changing to location of a man shifts his work related conversations and
the particular flow of inJormation in the organization. It has been said that if you put a
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research department next to a sâles department it produces more products. If you put
it near a University it produces more articles.

- There are differences in capacity and capabilities

havemakesadif f erence,"to*lïoiff å"iÎ;ff råili3l*r,"?i"i"r:::"$y#;ii"rri
you do not understand Swahili, it is useless to send you a message in Swahili. Further,
we find some differences in information commu¡ication behaviorthat significantly af-
fect the use of information _in any organization. Allen has done the most significait
work in identifying and studying what he calls, "the_gatekeeper ". we'havJdone some
work in the field and prefer to call the man "the high communicator il.
The high-communicator is significantly different thán others in the way he usesl and
communicates information. If you look at the reading done by people in a laboratory you
will find many people who read two, three, four or five magazineÀ, and then thereis a
man who reads 30 magazines. He tends to be a person to whom others go to for infor-
mation and who constantly distributes information. The gatekeeper or high-commtrni-
_cator is one who acquires more written informatÍon than other people. Furthermore,
he constantly receives information from a constant interchange with others. He is also
one of thebetterworkers inanorga.nization. Thus, he is amanwho reads a lot, does
alot, talkstoalotof people, insideandoutsidetheorganization, andhasagreatva-
riety of sources of information; raising the information level of the entire organization.
other aspects of individual differences in communication have been studied in the field
of diffusion of innovation. For a long time many thought that younger people are more
likely to l<row about an innovation and adapt it or, at least, to havã more-wide spread
sources of information about it early. However, in their excellent book on communica=
tion and the diffusion of innovations, Rogers and shoemaker ( 1921 ) , reviewing many
hundreds of empirical studies, indicate, on balance, the evidence is that theré is nõ
age bias in any direction. About 1970 of the relevant studies say younger men use more
information, 22Vo sal older men use more information and the rest sãid no measurable
difference. The general conclusion is that age is not particularly Ímportant. On the
other hand, education is important; the more educatiõn the morã lit<èly he is to use
many different sources of inJormation and the more likely he is to adopt an innovation
early.
It almost goes without saying that the motivation of the individual is a critical factor in
the acquisition and utilization of information in the innovation process. you can design
an information system that has a large quantity of information of high quality, and ha--s
all of the best procedures and mechanisms for obtaining, storing and distributing in-
formation. You can hire men of good education and meñ who arJclearty high-coämu-
nicators. However, in the errd, if the people in the organizationare negativlly moti-
vated all of your efforts wiII have been wasted. As the old saying goes ì'you cän lead a
horse to water, but you cannot make him drink.t' AII the creativitj exerclses, all the
education courses, all the management technÍques fail if there as an organizational cli-
mate or a particular supervisory relationship, which makes the man not want to do
something with the information. The trouble, or maybe the pleasure, of research on
innovation is that we finally are faced with the situation of men who have choice. We
cannot design the process so that it ignores man. Much as we might like to avoid man
as a nuisance variable 

1v_e 
have to come to grips with the f.act tha{ rorran is the generating

resourceandthathewillnotusetheotherresource, information, unlesswemotivate-
him well.

s the basic building block of an information sys-tem, and the two-persons information system is the basic building block of a communi-
cation system. Commturications implies a source, or sender, and'a receiver. We know
something about two-person information-communication and behavior from a variety of
Iiteratures particularly those of the psychology of attitude change, the diffusion of inno-
vation and the use of information by scientists and engineers.
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Coding - Coding is essential to the two-person information-communication systemrs -

functioning. The two persons in the system must find a common code if they are to
communicate, and perhaps the most important feature of the two person system is that
both members activily participate in trying to find a common code. The extent to which
the transmitter of a message is dependent on the active participation of the receiver
can be illustrated by what I caII the f 'Good Soldier Schweikt' defense. Imagine trying to
transmit a set of semplicated instructions to a person who absolutely does not respond,
who shows to facial expression, and who never lets you know whether or not be under-
stands what you have said. A reverse example would be a situation where I tell you, " I
was driving my car when another car suddenly crossed my path. Quickly I put on my.. "
You would instinctively supply a word to help complete the message.

Compare the feature of twoway coding with a man-machine communication system in
which the human is essentially dealing with a passive receiver. The burden is on the
human to frame his question in the code of the machine. The man gets no cooperation,
or very little cooperation. Sómetimes a machine is programmed with very clever
terrns, but it döès not actively participate in framing thè question or finäing the code.

Source characteristics - The data show that the characteristics of the source of a
message have a definite influence on whether the receiver will change his attitude in a
given direction or whether he will be more likely to adopt an innovation being urged on
him, The authority, credibility, power, similarity and attractiveness of the source
are among the characteristics that have been associated with the effectiveness of infor-
mation transfer.
The more the source of a message has professional or social authority the more the
listener or reader is likely to accept and use the information transmitted. Most tech-
nical readers quickly check the authorrs credentials and place of \rork and the publisher
before deciding how to consider the material to be read. Advertisers have long known
about the effectiveness of authority. Thus we find advertisements with a man in a white
laboratory jackets, signifying science, urging us to use some headache powders.

The more credible the transmitting individual or organization the more likely is the re-
ceiver to accept the message. T'he more the transmitting person fits into the social-
cultural framework of the receiver the more his message is acceptable and accepted.
The more power the source has over the receiver, in the sense that he can apply sanc-
tions, the more the message is accepted.

The more the source of a message is attractive to the receiver the more likely is the
message to be heard and accepted. One of the characteristics that denotes the high-
communicator is that the is socially liked, people go to him for inJormation willing-
Iy. No matter how many university degrees a man has and no matter how extensive his
personâl data system, others will avoid him of they have to pay a psychological cost to
get information from him. Furthermore, they will be disposed to find reasons to ques-
tion or reject his information. Men will construct elaborate means for building circuits
around the difficult and unlikeable " ex¡rert ". It is not surprising that the high-commu-
nicator is fou¡d to be I'easyrr to approach, a pleasure to deal with.

The two-person bond - I would like to introduce a ne\ry concept at this point; that of the
two-person bond. Two persons, communicating for the first time, generate a relation-
ship that has a potential for becoming a continuing, value-laden bond between the two.
The creation of the bond is dependent on the exlperience with the initial change and the
potential value seen in the relationship. The disappearance or strengthening of the bond
is dependent onthe number, variety andvalue of subsequent exchanges. Where youfind
a growing and continuing relationship you will find a series of exchanges of information
intertwined with social exchanges of many kinds; invitations to lecture, recommenda-
tions, consulting, Each exchange strengthens the bond. The longer the time between ex-
changes the weaker the bond, but another exchange (like the electronics "dither ")
brings the bond to high strength again. Interestingly, I find that the exchanges cannot
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be on the basis of quid-pro-quo ; that is , rr I have given you something no\¡/ you owe me
something. ?' Quid-pro-quo e>(changes have a one transaction duration, and both parties
are quit of each other after each exchange. The bond also carries with it validation of
the inJormation transmitted. You accept and trust information sent to you by someone
with whom you have a bond. The older and richer the bond the more valid the informa-
tion.
I have tried simple trials based on the idea that a bond can be strengthened, and be-
come the conduit of highly valued inJormation. I have mailed a paper that I have written
to 40 people, randomly selected from my card file of names and addresses in an effort
to see what reactions would occur, what pattern they might take. An interesting se-
quence of reactions followed. I immediately got back letters from some saying ttGlâd
to hear from you, t' and telling me all about themselves. One or two even read the pa-
per. I lmow this because by mistake I had sent the paper out without its bibliography,
and only one or two noticed it. After a lag of some weeks suddenly I got back research
reports of various kinds from people whose work was of interest to me. After some
months I suddenly received a call from one of my addresses who asked if he could count
on me in a large research project and urgently asking me for the bibliography from my
report.

Another simple experiment is one that I recommend that you try. Take three names of
people you know from your address list and call each of them. TeIl them only that you
had been thinking of them, or that you had decided to find out what they have been doing,
or tell them some other such innocuous thing. Then note how much information you re-
ceive before the call is finished. It is an excercise in reinforcing the two-person bond
that carries with it the most valued and useful information you can get.

Man-to-man versus man-meg¡ine - comparing the two-person information system
system,itbãcomeseãsiertounderstan¿wtryttrere

is so little use of the latter.

Two-Person System

active two way response

two way coding

validation
rich language

personally rewarding in several
dimensions

Man-Machine System

passrve one way response

one \ryay coding

no validation
non-rich language

one dimensional reward

Ttre Network
We are aII membeÈs of informationnetworks or what has been calledttinvisible colle-
gesfr (See Crane, 7972); that is social circles of a professional nature that play avery
large role in information transmission. Our information networks are so muchpart of
our everyday life that \Me are hardly aware of them. Yet they are so valuable to us that
some of our most painful and embarrassing memories are those of situations in which
\rye recommended someone into our network who did something bad or stupid or in bad
taste.

Ttre network has several important fiurctions that directly or indirectly affect the infor-
mation-behavior of its members. The network provides early and informal and rapid
transmission of information that is generated within or enters any part of the netwbrk.
The network provides its members with feedback without threat. 

-The 
network establish-

es norms and values for its members and thus provides them with sotidarity. As has
already been pointed out the network also is a validating mechanism.
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People within a science network lsrow of research results something like two years be-
fore they a,-e formally published. They have seen them or heard of them from collea-
gues who have asked them for feedback or merely been told of them informally over a
drink at a meeting. After all, aJter an article is completed and submitted to a journal
it takes 10 months to three years for it to be published. A book takes longer, and to
find something in a library takes longer yet.
To illustrate how a network functions let me state arbitrarily that I can identify the pre-
cise information I want in any technical field using from three to five telephone calls.
Take for example a question in a field I larow nothing about such as the following: rrWhat
is lstown about the costs and benefits of alternate methods of psychotherapy?trWhere to
start ? If I were to ask you how you would start, in almost every case you would answeï
that you know a Psychtogist (or a friend who knows a psychologist), and you would sug-
gest call him first. So we make our first call to Psychologist A, apologetically tell him
of our problem, and incidentally tell him that you suggested câIling him.

HavÍng mentioned your name, Psychologist A, who knows you, takes me seriously,
tells me he hrows nothing of the subject and refers me to Professor B who really should
lcrow about the subject. I call B immediately telling him that A suggested that I caII.
He tells me of the work of C and D, telling me also that Crs work is good and is more
recent and that D is really quite bad and very dated. Furthermore, he tells me that I
am using the wrong terms, and tells me the terms used in the field. I am now able to
go to the library or to an inJormation retrieval system and specify exactly what I want.
I can repeat the process if I want a double check.

In the example I have found my way into a network starting from complete ignorance. I
have used personal references to get from point to point. I have been taught the proper
coding used in the network. I have been given validated information u¡hich no library
does; having been told whose work is good and which work is old. I have not become a
member of the network (that would have to come about as a result of my work and per-
sonal sponsorship), but I have used it effectively for a single information trace. I could
not use it again and again in the same way without becoming a contributor, for it has
been found that members of a network who only take from it without contributing are
dropped from the network.

- The structure of networks in science might
in which the lowest level is a high communica-

tor (or gatekeeper) surrounded by a group, feeding into a higher level network of high
communicators. The high-commruricator actively applies "dither " to the networks, re-
vitalizing the two-person bonds in the system. He is the man who thrusts information
upon you, eagerly telling you about $/ork in another field that is relevant to what you
are doing.

The high-communicator plays a vital link-up function. He ties his organization into a
wider world of information. He brings with him links to an extended family of networks
thereby substantially raising the information potential of the organization. Further, he
is a pattern recognizer, seeing relationships between otherwise unconnected bits of in-
formation, an important creativity function. One of my students (Holland, 1968) mea-
sured this characteristic by administering a psychological test, the Remote Association
Test of Mednick to a number of high communicators he had identified in a variety of la-
boratories and university departments finding that the high communicators had signifi-
cantly high scores on the test.

Implications for Management
Examining the innovation process, the role of information in the process, and the em-
pirical evidence concerning in-formation communication behavior that is presently avai-
Iable, some possibly useful implications for management are evident. For one thing,
it becomes evident that national efforts and investments in large formal scientific in-
formation systems will not result in more innovations moving through the system more
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rapidly. The science research sub-system is a rather self contained organism, con-
suming its own product. Ithas little connectÍon with other parts of the innovation pro-
cess, and, by the very nature of its norms and values, there is little hope that it will
become more connected with the rest of the process.

The outputs of the science system are research results and theories in the form of re-
ferred publications in scientific journals. The man who publishes first gets the Nobel
prize, and in American universities the man who publishes most gets promoted. In
many fields if a submitted article is accepted, the author pays page charges of about
$ 50 a page; thus, the only market for an article is the author. Arì articlã is consumed
by others in the production of further articles. When you consider that in the United
States , alone, we have 500, 000 professors you can well understand the forces driving
us to a so called t'in-formation explosion't.

44 important gap - An important gap in our knowledge of information-communication
behavior exists in the knowledge transformation subsystem, We have insufficient data
ol how technologists and engineers actually get and use information. We know very
little about how information flows or, better, trtricklesrrfrom the knowledge prodic-
tion subsystem into the knowledge transformation system. Filling this knotrrledge gap I
believe is important to all our efforts to get a larger return on th1 very targe iivãst--
ments we have made and continue to make in research and development.

Since there is, little evidence that engineers and technologists in the knowledge trans-
formation subsystem read or use the outputs of the sciencã subsystem exceptlvhat they
have learned at the university 10-15 years before. This suggests that we might try to "

assure that we transfer more and more useful research results to our studeñts wñen
they are in the university since it is probably their last direct contact with the science
worId.

At the micro level several management implications become evident:

L. Identify and hire high communicators

2. Consciously provide the high communicator with all the information he asks for

3. consciously arrange for the physical proximity of the people who should be
communicating with each other

4. Formally design situations and contexts that will encourage informal exchange
among people within the organization and with people outside the organization

5. Provide incentives to elicit the kinds of ir¡formation behavior you desire

6. Generate communication flow chains that increase the flow of in-formation to
those subsequent sources that have authority and credibility and that are attrac-
tive to others so that in the subsequent flow the information will have a higher
likelihood of being used

References

The_research findings discussed in the body of this paper âre based on a very large
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tÍons among scientists and engineers. I refer the reãder tb the excellent annual reviews
edited by Cuadra and published by Encyclopedia Britannica.

A few of the sources that have been referred to at greater length are given below:
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In our firm we have discussed the preference for written information or personal con-
tactsquiteoften. Of courseweknowabouttheAmericanfindingsthatinltreU.S.A. al-
most nobody uses written information. But I still think that theie may be a difference
between your country and Europe. Perhaps Europeans turn to written information more
easily than Americans, As you have lived in the ú.s.A. and in Europe, you may be
able to settle this question for me.

Answer

In the main you are right, but it is easy to exaggerate the differences. when my col-
Ieagues in the States maintain that the sítuation is very different in Europe, I kindly
point out to them that we do live on the same planet and that most Ameriãans come-
from Europe anyhow. But it is true that there are some basic differences in communi-
cation and information exchange onthe two sides of the Atlantic. If I may overgenera-
lize, it is easier to get informal inJormation in the US than in Europe. One reason for
it is that we have a more mobile society. Managers dontt fool themèelves that there is
any economic value in secrecy, they may be working in the other company next month.
So they brag to each other about their methods, something that is donê to-a far lesser
extent in Europe.

Remark

I would like to take issue with Professor Shapero on this point. Perhaps I may start by
reminding you of your statement about the danger of drawing one-poinl 

"1t"v"ð, 
based

on the experience of one person. I suggest that now you areioingìomething similar,
which, however, is not necessarily wròng as we ailipeak from ã>çeriencel My oçé-
rience of my American colleagues, with whom we have many useful and pleasait côn-
tacts , is that their use of written information is no less than ours , and t-hat our use of
verbal inter-personal contacts is no less than theirs. This leads me to the last issue
you raised on the scientific literature. you may, I think, be drawing on your own ex-
perience agaín. But the basic scientific literature very frequently suppliès a back-up
in background information, and that is very important.

Answer

DISCUSSION

Question

(Holt) I would like to add that we did a similar study in sweden, where we had one

Well, this gives me the opportunity to clear up some misundérstandings. I didnrt give
you my opinion on the preference for verbal Ínformation, I spoke from a body of litera-ture. There have been done scores of user studies by now, and they all give ï"ry 

"orr-sistently that the literature is_not used very much. ihis accords *ittt *! ortt 
"rfr"-rience and satisfies my prejudices, but I did not draw a one-point curve here.

As to the scientific literature, I did not mean to convey the impression that it is not
usedatall. Thatwouldbeuntrue; itisused, butnottõalargáextent, Inmanycases,
a man who wants to know something wiII not look it up himself , he will ask the high
communicator. It has been stressed again and againthat this is an unsatisfactorlisitu-
ation; the literature is there to be used and it isñ't. That is why I said that the infor-
mation leaks rather than flows. And I have the impression, buf I cannot cite any study
on it' that one of the more important leaks is the popular literature. There, I think, "

managers find the connection between the scientific possibilities and the satisfactioi of
a need. If my impression is correct, it means that the importance of the popular lite-rature is rather underestimated at the moment.

Remark
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group of eng'ineers and another of R & D people, For the engineering group the results
were practically the same as in the united states, but for the R & D group the use of
the literature was significantly higher.

Question

I do agree that big firms have a problem here. But I want to stress that meetings of this
disciplines. Now we have to assume that these people meet randomly and in a large
firm the chances that someone in need of information will meet the right person at the
right moment, become pretty small. So a large firm has something to do about this, it
has to be organized somehow. Do you agree and do you have some suggestions ?

Answer

I do agree that big firms have a problem here. But I want to stress that meeting of this
kind should stay informal, this is very ímportant. Now I do not see any \Ã/ay to organize
informality, that is a contradiction in terms. You can create the right conditions Íor
informal meetings between people, but you cannot organize it. of course you can do
manythings to stimulate informal contacts. You cantransferpeople to another town or
another country, you can arrange for your people in the field to visit the laboratories,
production department and so on, and ask them to tell everyone who wants to listen
about their problems. And you can ask a research man to visit a customer. That is
quite an experience for both, and if all goes well, they will soon start to educate each
other quite wonderfully.
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French government policy in favour of innovation

Prof.Dr. R. Saint Paul
Centre dtEtudes sur la Recherche et Irlnnovation
Paris
France

Thank you very much Mister Chairman.
Mister Chairman, Iadies and gentlemen I am afraid that my English will not be as fluent
as Mr. Shaperors. And I hope that you will forgive me.
I will try and give you a few indications, not exâctly on the French Government policy
in favour of innovation, I would not dare to speak of the policy of the French Govern-
ment in this domain, but to give you a few hints about the ways'in which French go-
vernment tries to implement a policy in favour of innovation, espelcially in the pri-
vate sector. WeIl, I would say first, that during the sixties and under the pressure
of competition, it became clear in France that irurovation is one of the most po-
werful instruments for competition. And it was also clear that such an effort to-
wards innovation implied high risks, both at the public level and private level.
Much higher than those attached to conventional investments. It implied also a
broader and long term approached to production. And it implied the ability to
overcome some thresholds in funding research and development and let us say to
destroy psychological barriers which had risen from acquired habits and the com-
fort of well established entrepreneurial positions. The example of a systematic ef-
fort of investment in research and development, and for the main part financed by
tbe Federal Government, in the United States has induced a similar behaviour in
France. However, owing to the relative limited size of this country, and of its industry,
it is obvious that the role of the state authorities, would yet be more necessary, be it
only to prime the pump.
Such a policy had to take into account not only the size of the country, the limited
amountof thefinancialmeans, thenewtypesof risk-taking, butalsonewobjectivesto
be set in the long rrn for the implementation of social collective needs.
However, if the U.S. pattern has been imitated, even to its imperfection, and I thi¡k
for example of the quiie unbalanced public funded investment in different sectors of in-
dustry in France, new instruments have been forged to create favourable conditions for
economic and social development through innovation in an open and competitive,system.
And there I think 2 fundamental ideas uãderline such a policy. First is that such public
incentives are intended to promote and support private initiatives, whenever those pri-
vate initiatives appear to be more efficient than direct state coritrol. And the second
idea is that the process of innovation should be considered as a whole, from fundamen-
tal research to the market, So, let us examine briefly the ways and means of executing
this poticy through the brief description of the institutions which were created in the
tast 1O years, the amount of funds involved, very briefly also, and with a little more
length the different procedures of allocatión of resources. Finally we will try and com-
ment on the difficulties of this approach.

Well, so far as the institutions are concerned, I would say that an agency stands_at the
core of the whole scheme. It is the "Délégation Gênérale à la Recherche Scientifique et
Technique r'. This institution was formally attàctred to the prime minister and is now
one of the.departments of the Ministry for Industrial and Scientific Development; thus it
receives ánd allocates fu¡ds on its own. But, at the same time, this Délégationà la
Recherche acts as the secretary for the government and different committees and coun-
seling of tha national planning organization for instance. And in this capacity, DGRST
is commissioned directly by the prime minister to prepare decision on allocation of
public funds to research and development and to elaborate a general, short, medium
and long range policy in research and development (see chart I).
This institutionis ciosely related with the different technical ministries and the central
planning agencies. It makes a survey of the amounts of the investment in research and
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development which is about at the moment 17 thousand million new francs, aproximate-
ly, with a scientific personnel and engineers full time equivalent of about 200.000. But,
what is important, is that the financing of this continuous process of research and de-
velopment is done through the annual allocation of research and development resources
to the diÍfe.rent ministries and agencies. And through them to public, semi-public and
private firms and also ofcourse by selfowners of private firms. But what I would like
to underline is that the arurual budgets of those different institutions are themselves
oriented by the directives of the 5-year plan, and voted by the parliament. The under-
lying idea here is to spend the available money in the least bad way possible in the light
of general objectives. so, a number of different procedures have been created,

Let us consider a time axis where I put pure research at the beginning, then we have a
oriented fundamental research, then applied research, then patents and licencing, then
feasability and pre-development, then development which is pilot plants , prototypes ,
and so on, then production and then market commercialization.
To those different stages from pure research to the market, correspond different spe-
cific procedures of funding, additional to the normal budgets of the ministries (see
chart II).
So, we have first ATP's which cover from oriental research to applied research. Then
we have ACts which cover about the same field. Then we have patents and licences,
which is here, Ioans to inventors. Then we have feasability and pre-development which
covers about this field, public warrant which is at the bottom and then ANVAR which
covers the whole field. This is for the public incentives. Which are those different in-
centives? Well, let me give a few indications about the different systems.

ATP means rrAction Thêmatique Programméett. what is it? It is a newprocedure of
al-lõõation of resources, through freJinstitutions, which are the National Centre for
Fundamental Research, the Health Research Centre and now the Transportation Re-
search Institute. The purpose of this procedure is to overcome interdiÀciplinary bar-
riers. It consists in defining objectives and corresponding financial means for basic
research in certain domains. The financial means should match all the needs to fulfil
the objectives. Then different labs, public and private together, which is new, can sub-
mit their proposals, which are combined in a consistent program. The financÍng of this
program is provided for more than one year at a time.
AC means "Action Concertée'r. This procedure is under the control either of the
D-CnSf (DéIégation à la Recherche et Technique), or of the Department of Defence.
There is a clear cut between the civilian activities in Action Concertêe and the milita-
ry. Here the underlying idea is similar to the one of the Action Thêmatique Programêe,
the purpose is to provide a multi annual funding for research teams from both public
and private sector, which would submit projects consistent with the priorities-ãefined
by the national plan and the national interest program set by the govêrnment. The
appropriation in this field for the actual sixth plan is more than 1 billion francs and
this funding is allowed under four main conditions.
First, the action proposed should be complemented, it should not be a substitute to an
existing organism but on the contrary it should rest upon an institution whenever it
exists.
Second, it must be a temporary action - not longer than 5 to 6 years - and it is design-
e_d to accelerate a process or to verify the interest of a new mèthod. If results provã
that the Action Concertêe was well founded, it is then either followed by an exisiing in-
stitution or it generates a new permanent agency of a certain sort. For instance an Ac-
tion Concertée on computers led to the creation of a national agency called lDêIêgation
à lrlnformatique rr. An Action Concertée on space led to the National Space Resear"ch
Centre. Another Action Concertêe on the use of the oceans led to the Ñational Ocean
Research and Exploitation Centre, and so on.
And if the AC fails in this mission, then it is merely surpressed.
Third condition, this Action Concertée should be a selective action. Only projects with-
in the domains defined to be of national interest, can be accepted for finäncinþ.
Fourth condition, the research that follows from an Action Cõncertêe should ln prin-
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ciple not be carried out by public laboratories only, but by an association of public and
private laboratories, in order to provide for development of the results by industry. At
the moment a number of fields are covered inthis way: Instrumentation, electronics,
automation, macromolecular organic molecules, machine tools, agriculture, food
technology, and research on buildings and building materials.

In each case, the final decision is taken by the head of the Dêlégation Génêrale à la Re-
cherche Scientifique under the advice of a special committee of experts, which are no-
minated by the Minister for Industry and Scientific Development.

Then we come to the fourth procedure: Loans, loans to inventors. WelI, individual in-
ventors can apply through an organism which name is ANVAR, I'Agence Nationale pour
la Valorization de la Recherche ", which is a public agency which has power to make
loans to inventors to help them to patent their inventions. But I'll come back to this
point later, when we will have to say more about ANVAR.
Let us come to the fifth point: Aids to pre-development. This type of aid is under the
responsibility of the Ministry for Development of Industry and Science. The purpose
here is to foster close relations between professional research institutes and private
firms which intend to develop new products and new processes. For many firms, be-
longing to, lets say, traditional sectors - leather, paper, textile, and so on - the re-
search effort goes through industrial centres for Technological Research, which we
call in French rrCentres Techniques Professiorurels ". These centres exist in a number
of sectors and are normally financed by levies paid by the firms in the sector. So that
the purpose of this t'aid to pre-development " is to help the small and medium sized
enterprises to make use of the output of research in their own production apparatus and
sometimes to ascertain, whether some result can be of interest in other, neighbouring
sectors. So that this rraid to pre-development " will for instance cohtribute to the de-
velopment of a proto-t1pe, provided that the Technological Centre can guarantee an-
other source of funding which corresponds to at least one third of the estimated total
cost of the project. The observed costs of the projects for this category of proto-types
range from 200.000 francs to about 1.000.000; of course, public support tends to re-
duce the financial risks at this stage. Here the domain for the aid to research and de-
velopment is not limited, the projects are put in form by the corresponding Technolo-
gical Centres and the Ministry of Development and Industry and Science, which will co-
ver up to 60Vo of the total costs.
Now we come to the I'Aid to development r'. This procedure aims at facilitatíng the
transfer of research results to productions, the last stage of production being excluded.
This procedure of I'aid to development " is under the control of Dèlégation Génêrale à
la Recherche Scientifique. So, here is the question of development. This stage is very
difficult for the industry; it is necessary to estimate, to test, the real economic value
of a specific research and development effort; it also is one of the most expensive.
Here again, the contribution of public funds is designed to share with industry the risks
inherent to this stage. An aid to development covers, by public funds, 5070 of the esti-
mated total costs of development, This amount is included in a contract between a firm
and the government. In the event of failure of the project of development, this 507oloan
to industry is just turned into a subsidy. In case of success on the contrary the firm
will repay the Treasury, its loan, plus a bonus, a bonus which is discussed before
signing the contract. The rate of this bonus is generally abottt 20V0. Another compulsa-
ry provision in case of success is that repayment must be complete when specific re-
turns of the project are reached. The liquidating period is calculated taking to accou¡t
the estimated life of the product on the market.

There are three conditions which are set to make a project acceptable under this prp-
cedure. First is that the firm should demonstrate the technical and economic interest
of the project; second, there should be an unquestionable technical or commercial
risk, and third, it should be demonstrated that the financial capabilities of the firm are
not sufficient to support the project. Whenthose three conditions are met, thenthe en-
terprise can submit the project and there is no limit as to the domain of the different



projects which can be submitted. At the moment this procedure covers a very wide
range of sectors which are merely chosen by the Ministry according to the different
proposals presented by the firms, by committees of representatives from industry and
from administration.
Tl¡ere is very wide advertizing in order to encourage precise project proposal from
enterprises. Up to now a number of sectors have applied for such an aid: machine tools
again, electrical equipment, electronics, chemistry, metalwork, housing, public work,
water supplies for instance.
Ttren we have the "letl3 i'ag"Érg"^t ": Public lvarrant, I think is the nearest English
translation. The "l6I1iõ dlaþiërnent'r is quite a new procedure. The object of it is to
support a firm temporary at the stage of marketing an irurovation. A new law, enacted
last year, has created a fund which gets its resources from contributions of affiliated
firms and from a capital endowment from the government. This procedure allows a
firm to warrant the new products which are not yet sold on the market and to obtain
credit facilities to finance the stocks . It allows the proj ect to be financed on the same
basis as if it were a public project and makes it also possible to get credits from pri-
vate banks supported by the warranty of the State. Thus, this incentive can help to fund
stocks, pre-production, special tooling, the industrual and commercial launching of
new or improved materials and products, and finally, new production processes.
Last but not least ANVAR: National Agency for Research Valorization.
Here is with us today the deputy director of ANVAR, Monsieur Rodocanachi, who can
answer questions if you like on ANVAR; moreover Mr. Rodocanachi was also for a
long time at the Minister's Cabinet in charge of the National Policy for Funding Re-
search and Development.
ANVAR has been created in 196? and it has a number of purposes. The fÍrst one I think
is the most important, is to guide private firms , through the long and difficult process
of innovafion, to help them to transfer the results from one stâge to the following in
this process ; to act as a consultant with firms to make use of the different procedures
of support made available to them by the Ministries. This is its first role.
Its secondpurpose is to tryto match supply and demand of inventions. By canvassing
the potential market, both trying to find which firm could be interested by an invention
submitted to ANVAR, and trying to answer the questions of firms as to the best scienti-
fic or research organization that could solve the specific technological difficulties.
This is an answer to what Professor Shapero said a minute ago.
Another role is to participate, if it is appropriate, in the development of projects if
their estimated cost is less than 500.000 francs.
But in no case, ANVAR can finance production itsel-f . It can also help inventors in the
process of protection of innovation, and then it has a role to foster the idea of innova-
tion through recently created rrCentre pour la Diffusion drlnnovationrr.
An then there is a last means, which I did not mention yet, but which is very important;
it is a way of financing research and development in industry through public contracts
which has proved very successful. Public contracts that express the public demand for
products and processes from state Ministries, Agencies are a very important incentive
towards irurovation. These public contracts amount annually at the moment to about 60
billion francs, which represent about 8Vo of.tt,e gross domestic output. Each of the, .

what we call t'big buyers ", can include in each public contract to private firms, speci-
fic appropriations for research and development; the total amount is about the equiva-
lent of all the credits which we have for the aid to development. Moreover, in those
public contracts there can be additional clauses, providing sums for free research and
other costs. The idea underlying this procedure is that the responsibility of innovation
should be on contracting firm which has to face intense competition and that such a
flexible procedure is adequate to the specific needs of industrial research and develop-
ment. Moreover, and although they are not strictly speaking direct incentives to inno-
vation, it is important to note the development inthe private sector, of such organisms
as: E.E.D. (European Economic Development) and SOFINOVA (Sociétépour le Finan-
cement de I'Innovation), the role of which is to finance the output of R & D on a venture-
capital basis.
Then I should mention a number of indirect Íncentives, but time is nuuring very short.
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I would simply indÍcate that those indirect incentives are tax regulations , which is a
rather complex domain. We have a number of tax regulations to stimulate actions in
common, or to facilitate the development of Technological Centres and so on. Also
there are a number of systematic actions in training engineers, administrators and
scientists in the different methods of allocation of resources, of management of re-
search and development, of technological assessment and of technological forecasting.
Another kinf of indirect incentive, just to try and change the way of looking at things òf
people in the industry, is for instance the recent creation of a national foundation for
innovation which has a private status and which is launching next June in Paris a large
exhibition of new products, t'INOVA r'.

Sotosumup, itcanbesaid, Ithink, thattheinstrumentof apolicyinfavourof inno-
vation exists at the moment in France.
But the important fact which I have not yet mentioned, is that this whole policy is un-
derlined by a will to enJorce competition; the ídea is that competition is the best aid or
inducer to innovation in the industry. But this competition leads to very high risks and
the State has a role to help the industry to take those risks.
At the moment the situation in France has considerably improved, so far as innovation
is concerned. Industry seems to be more and more ínterested in ínnovation, the diffi-
cult point is now to define objectives for in¡ovation in the civilian part of industry.
To define objectives for social development through irurovation is a very much more
delicate affair, then was the problem of research and development in the sixties.



DISCUSSION

Question

(Chairman) Perhaps I may startwith a small question. Inthe beginning of your lec-
ture, you said you would not talk about policy, but more about measures. But I think
you did talk about policy too, and I heard you mentioning a five-year plan which directs
the first stages of subsidizing. Could you say sornething about that five-year plan? Is
there a definite science policy in it , and to what extent does it have eff ect on the various
stages you mentioned ?

Answer

Mr. Chairman, a good answer to this question would fill a book. There is, however, a
definite, broad science policy in the five-year plan. In the first place it should be re-
cognized that this may have a negative effect: ff a proposal, made during the time-
length of the plan, does not fit in with the general view expressed in the plan, there are
higher chances that it will not be accepted at all.
Secondly, there is the procedure of the tenveloppe-recherche', which is another fund,
the amount of which is discussed between the Minister of Finance and the I'Délégué Gé-
nêral à la Recherche Scientifique et Technique'r under the control of the Prime Minis-
ter. The sums involved in the 'enveloppe-rechercherare allocated on a one year basis to
the different Ministries, in addition to their own R & D budgets. In this way, D. G.R' S.
T. can, at the margin, modify progressively but efficiently the orientation of the dif-
ferent sectors of applied research, according to the general objectives set in these
fields by the Plan.

Question

(Chairman) In your lecture you mentioned th¿t the plan involved objectives for funda-

i:ålXt":"t""ce, 
but to me it seems very difficult to make a plan on fundamental

Answer

It certainly is an understatement to say that it is very difficult to make a plan on funda-
mental science. Onthe one hand, however, fundamental research implies money, and
money has to be allocated; in this way pure science comes into plarming process against
other possible expenditures .

On the other hand, there are various Commissions and Committees within and outside
the planning exercise, where some kind of consensus progressively emerges from
lengthy discussions, The consensus is made up, more or less coherently, of objectíves
and means, and these can be the definition of a rplan' as soon as it is proposed by the
Government and accepted by Parliament.

Question

In the last part of your lecture you mentioned public contracts and you said that there
is a provision for funding research and development of those who submit the contract,
Is that provision open to foreign bidders ?

Answer

Under certain conditions, why not? After all, didn't ïve create a Common Market?

Question

You mentioned that one of the instruments for an innovation policy in France is aid to
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research and development. In other European countries similar tools are utilized, and
if I am well inJormed, I think that in the Netherlands the system is almost exactly the
same as in France. My question is about the rate of return on this instrument as far as
the Government is concerned. Does it pay for the Government? If not, how much do
they lose ?

Answer

I think that your question is two-fold: Does it pay for the Government to have this poli-
cy and does industry pay back the sums invested? I'1I try to answer both. It is, I think,
indispensable that the Government should have a policy for the support of research and
development, all industrialized countries have procedures for it. It has been recogniz-
ed that investment in R & D is a high-risk investment, which under certain circum-
stances should be supported by public money.
As to the second part of your question, pay-back depends on the success of the innova-
tion. As I said in my lecture, if it is a failure, aid is turned into a subsidy, but if it is
a success the whole sum will be paid back plus a bonus. The conditions for this are in
the contract concluded between the Government and the industry. But at this moment it
is difficult to give you some figures, as the process of development is too long and the
procedure still is too young. Nevertheless, we have already a few instances of success-
ful innovations and in these cases the industries have started to pay back the original
investment. Maybe Mr. Rodocanachi has some comments on this part of your question.

(Rodocanachi, Agence Nationale pour la Valorization de la Recherche) The procedure
of aid to development has not been set up to ensure the pay back of the investments in
all cases, as it is well-nigh impossible to predict the success of an innovation. We
think that we will have been successful if some new inventions are put on the market.
We have used the procedure since 1965 and we have indications that about 40Vo of the
projects have been a success, which does not mean that the industries involved all have
already paid back the investments. But we have to wait, maybe, anotherthree years
before we lsrow whether our choice of projects was really good.

Question

You have shown us a very complex system of aid to innovation processes, and in addi-
tion France is investing large sums of money in pure research. All this must create a
tremendous amount of technological know-how. In Germany we have rather serious dif-
ficulties with the transfer of that lcrow-how to industry, and if it is to be used for inno-
vations, it has to be transferred to industry. So my question is : What is the French
Government doing to foster the transfer of this know-how ? I do not mean still other fi-
nancial incentives, but things like the promotion of the mobility of research workers,
promotion of good communication and so on.

Answer

Well, it is one of the tasks of ANVAR to try and find in the research centres the people
and the ideas which could be transferred to industry. It is also the task of ANVAR to
try and find the problems in industry that cannot be solved there, but that probably
could be solved by some research centre. The idea is to have a two-way channel of
communication through ANVAR and this was perhaps the main reason why the Agency
was founded in 1967. At the start there were many difficulties, but it seems to work
rather smoothly now. The procedure is still rather young and there are various psy-
chological problems, directly linked with the mobility of research people, the attitudes
towards secrecy in industry etcetera.

Question

Could you give an indication of the various amounts of money distributed by the various
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agencies, ATP, AC, Loans to inventors and so on?

Answer

Irll try to give you some figures. In1972 the sum for the 'Actions Thématiques Pro-
gramméesr amounted to about 32 million francs, which is expected to rise to more than
40 million francs in 1973.
Inthe 6th Plan, whichwill end in 1976, the appropriation for the 'Actions Concertêes'
is over one billion francs; however, mainly due to scarcities in available highly quali-
fied personnel, it is not expected that the total expenditure will exceed F. 700 million.
As to the aids to pre-development, the 6th Plan earmarked F. 100 million, of which
F. 9 million were allocated in 1972.
In the same year about F. 300 million were spent in Aids to Development, out of the
2000 million foreseen in the 6th Plan.
Ttrese are but rough figures; for detailed information I would advise you to apply either
to the Ministry for Industrial and Scientific Development, 101 rue de Grenelle, 75007
PARIS; or to ANVAR, 13 rue Madeleine Michelis, 92200 NEUILLY SUR SEINE,
FRANCE.

Question

Can you give us an idea of the time that elapses between the proposal and the appro-
priation of the money ?

Answer

That depends very heavily on the procedure and on the project, With rAide au Dêve-
Ioppementr the time elapse will range from three months to less than one year. For
'Action Concertêe' the time elapse will be longer, because there you have a large
commission of e:çerts chosen by the Ministry. And I did mention that the director of
the rDélégation Génêralet can on his own allocate funds almost without administrative
delay if he thinks that the problem is very urgent.
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The role of the market and the market research
The SAPPHO Project

Dr. A.B. Robertson
Reader in Management Studies
The Polytechnic of Central London
Great Britain

Ralph Waldo Emerson is supposed to have said: '1If a man write a better book, preach
a better sermon or make a better mousetrap than his neighbour, though he built his
house in the woods , the world will make a beaten path to his door. rr Does anyone be-
lieve that' The oxford Dictionary of Quotations says that there is no proof that Emer-
son actually said it, so we don't have to blame him for an odd piece of thinking. It is a
rather strange statement to make, because unless the book is published and the sermon
addressedto an audience andthe mousetrap usedto catch a mouse, the worldwon't
even know where it is all happening. So how will they make a beaten path to the inven-
tor's door ? Do inventors themselves think like that ? On the whole they dontt.

In working on the SAPPHO Project* and reading the copious literature that lies behind
it, it becomes clear that inventors are very tenacious people and when they have got an
idea they Imow that the only way to get satisfaction from it is to put it in a marketable
state, to reduce it to practice as the engineers say, to seII it and to make money out of
it. In other words the inventor wants to irurovate, using the word innovation here to
mean the whole of the innovation sequence from the idea for the invention right to the
marketing process. If we don't look at the innovation sequence as a whole, words like
success and failure change their meaning. In the SAPPHO Project we never meant by
failure that the invention had been shelved at the research or development stage, we
meant that it had reached the marketing stage and failed then. It had failed. to gain the
market share intended for it by the company, or had failed to be profitable, or both.
In the SAPPHO Project we took pairs of successes and failures and compared them in
great detail. We started with a group of 30 pairs, which we reduced to 29 for a rather
painful reason, one of our successes wâs Corfam, and while in 1968 you could believe
it would be a big success , in L 971 even Dupont decided it wasn't. So we finished with
29. W e have now collected additional data and by rearranging the pairs, we have 43 to
analyse and the results have come out very much the same.
But what is the purpose of such aproject or any ofthe projects in studying innovation?
One purpose, apart from the sheer academic pleasure of the research, would be to try
to narrovv the area of uncertainty, to reduce the risk, and thus perhaps do a service to
industry. Having talked to a great many firms about innovation in two sectors, the che-
mical industry and scientific instrument manuJacture, I came to the conclusion that
firms are over-optimistic and they do still have this better-mousetrap attitude, and
the market penalises them for it. Many of the firms we looked at among the less suc-
cessful group had been heavily penalised in a commercial and a financial sense. Per-
haps some of them deserved it not because they were over-optimistic, but because they
did not do their preparation for the market properly. But let me add a warning that the
marketing factors, while they are very important, are no more important than others.
The firm cannot afford to ignore the other factors. You canrt leave the research and
development to be done in a fairly haphazard way and hope that good marketing will
take over and sell the product.
In the SAPPHO Project we identified about 200 factors which were reduced eventually
to 10 groups of index variables or groups of factors, and one of them was a very im-
portant one: the marketing group. The way we did it, very briefly, was to take the suc-

* SAPPHO stands for: Scientific Activity Predictor from Patterns with Heuristic Ori-
grns
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cessful and less successful cases as far back as we could in the innovation sequence,
not beyond the generation of the idea, not back like the Traces Project did at Illinois to
the fundamental research done perhaps 50 or 60 years before, but just to the discovery
or rediscovery of the basic idea. Many of the innovators used established technology to
develop a new design of instrument or a ne\ry chemical process that they hoped would
revolutionize the marketing situation. What ïye were looking for were the key differen-
ces bet\/een what a successful innovation sequence showed as characteristic and what
a less successful sequence sho\üed.
The five main groups of differenceslyere, fÍrst that a successful irurovator looks at
user needs with much more care than the less successful. It is not merely that he de-
signs something which he thinks wiII be attractive or useful, he thinks about how it will
be used and in what situation it will be used.
Secondly the marketing side, which is not precisely that of user needs, but publicity,
preparatory market reseàrch, sales promotion, a whole battery of marketing skills.
Thirdly, the successful innovator does good development work. In the chemical indus-
try we found that a majority of the successes were first on the market and in the in-
strument industry it was the opposite way round. At the same tíme there was a clear
indjcation that the development work was more thoroughly done by the successes, as
you would expect. It seems fairly logical and even obvious too.
Fourthly, the outside communication of the firm with the scientific and technological
community was good in most cases, but in the success cases it was particularly good
in the area of the irmovation itself .

These were controllable factors, things the firm could decide to do and to carry out,
but the fifth factor was not so controllable; it concerned people. Creativity generation
and communication are human activity areas which are difficult to understand and to
control and guide. Our fifth group concerned the characteristics of the business inno-
vator, thc manwho is responsible inthe company for seeingthe innovation right
through to the market from the inception of the idea or the licencing. He showed diffe-
rent characteristics in chemical firms thanhe did inthe instrument firms. For in-
stance, in the instrument firms he'd have much more varied experiences, a more mo-
bile career. Altogether he'd be generally rather younger. In the chemical industry herd
been in the firm longer, he had a more stable background and less varied ex¡lerience,
although between the pairs of chemical firms the successful business innovators on the
whole showed more variety of e>çerience, but far less than in the instrument industry.
The results and the method have been published in a short booklet, trSuccess and Fail-
ure in Industrial Innovation'r, obtainable from Sussex University*.
Inthe results there are seven factors that have marketing aspects: one is user needs;
then there are fewer after-sales problems (this comes from better understanding of
user needs plus good development work¡; greater sales effort on the part of the firm;
theeducationof users(aninterestingone, becauseoftenahightechnologyproductlike
a very elaborate scientific analytical instrument does require that the people who buy it
touseforanalysis, shouldunderstanditsscopeandhowtouseitforthebest);Iess
adaptation by users means that the innovation meets theÍr operational requirements;
then came the question of publicity ( making known what you are doing, not beÍng too
modest or too secretive); and lastly a touch of ruthlessness on the part of the innovat-
ing firm, cutting out products or piocesses to make way for the innbvation, a difficult
decision because of the risk element, and firms don't like to take apparently ruìneces-
sary risks.
what worried us about these groups of factors was, that while they did give us some
hints about the difference between success and failure in innovation, they did not in
their broad form tell uss very much about what firms should be doing to reduce their
failure rate. The following table was devised by the Society of New York Sales Execu-
tives and it shows the contrasting attitudes of companies to the consumer, see table.
On the right is the policy of the production orientated firm, and that of the marketing

t Success and Failure in Industrial Innovation, Science Policy Research Unit, ( Ê 1).
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MODEL OF THE MARKETING CONCEPT
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tives Club of New York, Inc. (1967).
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oriented firm on the left. The innovative marketing oriented firm focusses on opportu-
nities, in other words, Iooks for needs and tries to fulfil them. The production oriented
firm is more technology minded and is constantly pushing forward the frontiers of
Imowledge. There is nothing 'vvrong with that, but there is always the danger of perfect-
ing new products and processes which may not have a market opporturity confronting
them.
we thought, and so did our sponsors, the science Research council, that we ought to
go into more detail and find out what it was that led firms into the launching of unpro-
mising projects. We went back to study files . We kept a file on each pair with all the
interview notes and so on, so one could go back through the history of the inaovation,
looking at it from a different point of view. Originally all we had done was to pull out
simple yes-no ans$/ers for codingpurposes. For example, was the less successful
firm larger or smaller than the more successful ? Where a firm was larger or its R &
D allocation was larger, or some comparison líke that, it got a 1 and its opposite a
minus 1. That was a statistical and rather abstract excercise.
The files yielded 34 usable failure cases, that is to say the other nine - I mentioned
43 - either were already duplicated or the files were not really up to yielding the sort
of information we wanted. Lookíng at the marketing side, out of 34 failure cases in the
group, we found that 4 had made no enquiries at all about potential users, they had not
asked them what they precisely wanted; 6 had made too few enquiries, 2 had ignored
the results of their enquiries, 2 misinterpreted the answers they received, and 6 were
already committed to designs that they had decided upon before they made the enquiries,
and there were 3 others who failed to understand the on-the-spot use to which the in-
strument was going to be put. All these were avoidable errors, and the successful in-
novators avoided them by taking what might be thought to be obvious steps to ensure
what we came to call 'close-couplingtwith potential customers. For exãmple, one in-
strument firm demonstrated working models of its new design of instrument to a select
group of potential users and kept in touch with them throughout the development and
production stages, consulting them about prices when their cost estimates turned out
to have been too low, a not uncommon occurence in innovation. Another firm, aware
that while its new instrument worked on known physical principles, they had been ap-
'olied successfully by only a few others, gathered up all the available publications tñat
these experimenters had put into print, abstracted it, added a bibliogiaphy and mailed
it to a large number of potential customers , inviting them ín return to telt about their
experiments with the instrument which could be borrowed, or to come to the firm with
a sample they wanted analysed, which would be done for them by a resident analytical
chemist. This firm had recruited chemists specially, something instrument firms were
not doing at that time . The firm not only took 7 íVo of the world market, and still holds
something llke 60Vo in spite of 14 competitors, but that newsletter it send out has be-
come a very famous quarterly in the world of atomic absorbtion spectrometry.
A third example is that of a firm, while witling to design a device to the stated needs
of a client, pointed out the limitations of accuracy that would occur in practice as a re-
sult of human error, and was able to agree upon a working compromise. In this pair,
the unsuccessful firms set out to meet the ambitious demands of a customer. Thèse
weretwo firms innovating optical character recognition devices, andthe one who aim-
ed high lost the game, while the one that was more practical and aimed lower within its
own capabilities and the limitations it krew itrs customer would impose upon the sys-
tem, succeeded.
The understanding therefore of user needs requires that the innovating firm should
make few assumptions and preferably none about what potential customers want, but
check at every stage the reality and practicality of harmonizing potential usersr de-
mand with his own capability. Both are capable of change; if a firm's capability doesn't
appear to correspond to the customerrs needs, then something must be done about it.
similarly, to enjoy good standing with customers, you must say to them: 'you are ask-
ing too much.rl
The probability of a wider market rests on initial successes. In technological innova-
tion quite a lot depends upon the reputation that a firm enjoys and if it haÀ perhaps one
or two successes to its name, it will become known throughout its sector of industry
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and will be looked upon as someone to approach in the future and not someone to ignore,
The second group of factors which I mentioned examine in detail the marketing activi-
ties of the firm, and it may seem artificial to draw distinction between user needs and
the marketing apparatus of the firm, such things as market planning and marketing re-
searchandsoon. Butnoneof these, notevenindustrialmarketingresearch, canal-
ways provide that understanding of user needs which seems to be essential to success-
ful imovation.
Within the 34 failure cases which we scrutinized, 11 of them had done no market re-
search or had neglected to apply the findings completely; 7 had put too little effort into
marketing in general, including publicity, 5 had paid too little attention to user educa-
tion and 7 had su-ffered from unforeseen changes in the market which they might have
been able to predict had they had better intelligence service. Those seven firms were
overtaken by events, and this can always happen.
When the cases are looked at individually to find some explanation for such apparently
careless behaviour, and not perhaps the last seven, but all the preceding ones, neglect
of market research is frequently associated with the preconception of a need. In other
words, the firm has assumedthe need. It could be right, but it is a dangerous assump-
tion to make, One of the firms innovating electronic document readers rurdertook a kind
of market forecast called sector analysis, seeking what sectors in the future would be
promising to be in. Document scanning was one that they thought would be good, con-
cluding that with the grouth of computer installations some form of quick input would
pay off. The reader would leap the puachcard stage and go straight to punching tape in-
to the computer. It failed to recognize that there might be intermediate technology, in
other words mark sensing which is much simpler, mark or no mark, not trying to read
26 letters and 10 numbers in three or four different typefaces, which was their ambi-
tion. They thought it was a big technological challenge, they were right, and they did
not quite make it. They made a good machine but the human error of the input involved
was not taken into account thouroughly and they never sold more than three of those de-
vrces.
Similarly, a firm collaborated in the design and production of a non-chemical milk ana-
lyser with an inventor in a government laboratory in Britain, assuming that it would find
ready acceptance in the diary industry. Milk analysis by chemical means is costly and
slow, labour intensive, and with an acid effluent. A non-chemical method is preferable.
Because it was working with a diary research institute, the firm neglected to verify this
assumption and was later disappointed to have its instrument rejected by the most in-
fluental customer in the dairy industry, the Milk Marketing Board of England and Wales,
on the grounds that it was too versatile and too elaborate and too ex¡rensive. Its success-
ful rival, which came from Denmark from a very small firm, took the trouble to make
preliminary inquiries in their own dairy industry. In fact the firm quintupled in size as
a result of this innovation.
A third firm made the mistake of assuming that public health regu.lations which concern-
ed the presence of undesirable substances in bottles of liquid for human consumption,
would compel the firms in the industry to use scanners to check for foreign bodies in the
bottles. They did not recognize the fact that the instrument they were marketing was too
expensive and that the chances of a firm being prosecuted for breach of those regulati-
ons were very small indeed, two or three times a" yeàr at the most and a fine of no more
than Ê 50, so the write-off period for the instrument would have been far too long. The
success firm in that pair succeeded because they had a prior knowledge of the industry,
they made complete bottling lines and they sold their scanner as an ancillary.
Where the marketing effort had been small with little or no publicity, there were two
common characteristics. With new instruments some firms took the better-mousetrap
attitude, associated with a rather cautious approach to the lau¡ching of a new device, a
reluctance to spend heavily on advertisÍng and a wait-and-see philosophy. One firm
with an exclusive licence to make a new instrument was worried about an existing in-
strument which was a moneyspinner. They thought if they put the new instrument on the
market, it would hurt the sales of the current one and also that the investment in the
new instrument was too high. So they had a double reluctance. In the end what they did
was to make an adaptor kit for use with the old instrument. Unfortunately it did not
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function to the degree required by customers, but this only became apparent after
sales, always a damaging situation. The assumptions they made seem rather contra-
dictory, but they determined the firm's unsuccessful policy. They only sold one appa-
ratus in five years to a very large firm which bought the one instrument, worked on it
and reported on it to the manu-facturing firm, which felt so unenthousiastic about it that
they actually ignored this piece of free development work.
Within the battery of marketing techniques that firms can apply, is this question of
close coupling with users the one that is most neglected by irurovators, perhaps be-
cause it is not attractive to some companies who may feel that they are going to be
overwhelmed with advice. That was perhaps the feeling of the instrument firm when
they ignored their customer's well intentioned criticisms and suggestions.
As a final example, a company marketing an instrument of rather complex nature,
based on a fairly newly discovered physical principle, failed to provide users with an
adequate instruction manual. It did not even contain a full set of circuit diagrams, and
the instrument was designed in such a way that the chemists who bought it found that
they spent half their time getting it to work when they would have liked to spend all
their time using it and getting the results they wanted for theÍr experiments.
There is a perilous tendency in instrument design for manufacturers because they are
experts, to assume that the operators of their instruments in the customer company
will be just as expert, not a wise assumption to make. AII these marketing factors
which distinguish between successful and less successful innovations in the group of 34
cases can be brought under management control except for the uncertainty of the mar-
ket, sudden sharp cuts in prices or the sudden appearance of a cheaper, better process
or of an instrument that is cheaper but just as good.
Those that are not in business find it surprising that companies actually do make mis-
takes of this kind, but that they did, we do know. Whether they will be made as much
in the future will depend on another kind of innovation, diffusion, the diffusion of this
kindof lcrowledge, andweintendtodoourbest, withtheagreementof thesefirms, to
publish as much as we are able of what they have told us. No doubt the sting has gone
out of the commercial wounds over the years, because most of the cases refer to the
1960rs and some even go back into the 50's. So it is to be hoped that one day we shall
be able to produce a really useful document, which by that time, of course, may itself
be obsolete. With innovations, this is bound to happen.
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DISCUSSION

Question

Have you been able to find out whether these firms made themselves post-mortem ana-
lyses on the various mistakes they made or on other failures they had?

Answer

That is a very interesting question. At the moment post-mortem analyses do not seem
to be carried out a great deâI. I am working now with two divisions of a very large in-
dustry and they are very interested in post-mortem analyses of innovations. We have
got one that is actually alive and well, but we think it might turn a little sick in the
ñear future, so r;ve are looking at it from the SAPPHO point of view, to see if we can
discover what the symptoms this illness are.
But on the whole the answer to your question is no. Firms do not tend to do this kind
of analysis, theytendtosay: "WelI, itwentwrongbecause..,I'andthentheywillgive
you a reason. Let me give you an example. In the instrument firm that was making the
optical character recognition device I mentioned, the chairman said: I'We made a seri-
ous mistake over this, we \Mere thinking in terms of years, we thought that in a few
years there would be a demand for this device. But we should have been thinking in de-
cades, " He was right in a way, their whole time horizon 

"vâs 
too short and there was

not the demand. But at the same time there were other things they could have done
which they did not do, and when we talked to the chairman and his colleagues they all
agreed with us. They had thought of them and decided against them, and one was this
intermediate technology thing. If they would have made a simple mark-sensor, they
would have had cash-flow from selling it to subsidize the innovation, they could have
taken longer over it, perfected it and maybe eventually made money out of it.
But I think that the investigations we have conducted and are still conducting, have be-
nefited the firms quite a lot. In some parts of British industry there is quite a lot of
self-questioning going on. They donrt ask merely: Why did we fail with an innovation?,
but also: What are we going to do about innovation from the point of view of our own
capability and the market opportunities ? In other words we may be acting as catalysts
but, I think, only in a small way.

Question

Did you meet cases where in one firm where you had a failure and a success ? If so,
could you find out the reason for it ?

Answer

No, we did not have a pair of success and failure within the same firm. We were offer-
ed one, but we did not think it was quite right.
When firms try the same innovation twice, they usually try them in parallel, like Du-
pont did with corfam. You have two groups working, competing, and eventually you
decide which group has got nearest to the technical âns\Ã/er and the marketing opportu-
nities and then you give them the responsibility to go on with it.
I thought you might have meant: Did we find several failures in one firm and looked at
them? We did find that and we found several successes in some firms too, I am happy
to say. And personally, I would have liked to look at the history of innovation in one

firm, taking successes and failures and seeing what the factors were. But certainly we
did not do a pair within one company.
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Financing for Innovation

Dr. J.W. Spruit
Hambros Bank
London
Great Britain

Originally, the paper of Dr. Spruit should have been delivered before the paper of Dr.
Robertson, as announced in the programme. At the Conference, however, it was de-
cided to have together all papers pertaining to the managerial aspects of innovation,
and accordingly the paper of Dr. Robertson was presented before that of Dr. Spruit,

The Editor.

I am most grateful to you Mister Chairman for the opportunity you gave me yesterday
to change places in the programme with Dr. Robertson and I am grateful to Dr. Ro-
bertson for his willingness to allow me to do so.
One of the main reasons why I was rather happy about this change is that as Dr. Ro-
bertson already mentioned, the money-man might well be in a better position to ex-
press his views after the market analyses took place.
What we have been talking about to a great extent is how to get a new product from the
drawing board, through the pilot plan stage, in production and succesffully on the
market. And in this process particularly in the last stages, I feel that far more team-
work is required. Team-work where the technical aspects, the marketing aspects and
the financial potential of the product are given full consideration.
In such a team an industry-orientated banker can play to some extent a co-ordinating
role. We seethis to a great degree inthe United States, where the large American
Banks have all developed Industry Departments which have an unusual understanding of
the particular branches of industry these banks are interested in. It is also quite ama-
zing to see for an European Banker the depth of their understanding and the contribu-
tion which they can make not only to American projects and to American innovations,
but just as much to new European introductions. Vital in my opinion for this kind of
set-up in Europe, would be a far more industry orientated banking community and a
more intensive dialogue between the banks and industry. If such a change in the climate
could be brought about, we could undoubtty not only open up the vaults of the banks and
thus create a bigger flow of funds, but the variety of funds becoming available would
certainly increase too.
If I may draw from my experience in the London money market and the London finan-
cial community, we find there more of a specialization between the stock-brokers, the
investment bankers, the merchant bankers and the joint stock-bankers. One also no-
tice far more openess and a greater willingness to assist innovation.
If I draw from my own experience in Hambros Bank, which I left quite recently, we had
there in the investment banking department a special unit called the "Department of In-
dustrial Services ", which was maruted by a team of about 8 to 10 people, who had as
their initial training ordinary investment analysis, but who had grown out of this more
security orientated training into semi-industrial managers'
This was brought about by close collaboration with a second team of industrial consul-
tants, headed by lan Morrow, a well known city accountant. The industrial consultants
of this team had been, each of them, originally managers of their own firms or had
been active in marketing in large organizations. They were given a small gu.aranteed
income by our bank and were brought in when we got spin-offs of large industrial
groups.

If I may give you an example I would refer to the Plessey Group in the U. K. In this
group quite often new interesting products rilere developed, taken to the pilot plant stage
but at that final moment before the product would be brought on the market, the top ma-
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ruIgement, on various occasions, shided away from the responsibility of the very sub-
stantial finance required.
As a result I could point to a number of cases in the U. K. today, were 2 or 3 members
of the teams of the Plessey organization, having developed a good project, which was
finally turned down by their top board, went to the city community, got support and fi-
nancial backing for their ventule.
Engineers were normally the key members of the team, but in a couple of cases there
was a marketing expert among them as well. At the same time in nearly aII these cases
there was clearly a lack of overall managerial planning and lack of ability to push the
project a stage further. It were these kind of functions whích were then performed by
the industrial consultants which I just'mentioned.
Being put in as a part-time or full-time directors, in most cases they succeeded after
a year or two to build up a normal management team and gradually we were able to
withdraw or reduce the role of the directors put-up by the bank.
As a rule no more than 40 - 4570 of the funds were made available in the form of equity
or long term loans. At the same time we assisted the originators of the project and the
people whom we put in from our own organization, by providing them with loan finance
so that they could take out some equity themselves to increase their own direct motiva-
tion. There has been of course a chequered record with this kind of approach.
Dr. Robertson has mentioned yesterday various cases which resulted in failures and he
mentioned the reasons for such failings. In most cases these failures could be tracked
back as Dr. Robertson's analysis showed, to the fact that the marketing had not been
suff iciently prepared.
A very interesting project which I like to mention in this context , is the development of '
a new malting process by a couple of brewing experts in a Suffolk brewery. This malt-
ing process had some substantional adventages: it made use of a type of grain which
could be gro\tr'n in Scotland and that otherwise would have no outlet; it provided for a
continuous process instead of a batch process and it had a far shorter cycle than the
traditional methods. This new process could have meant a very substantional saving to
the brewing group in which works it was developed, but again the management for un-
doubtly solid reasons of their own rejected the project and the employees involved did
not get a chance to introduce this new idea.
Hambros Bank was approached and we put it in a slightly different context, viz in the
context of the Whiskey industry. Ultimately we put in a marketing manager and two di-
rectors to concentrate on the agricultural side, which meant the purcha.sing of the
gralns and to develop an overall budget control. Within two years this project became a
highly profitable development which in the thÍrd year \Ã/as introduced on the London
Stock Exchange. It is this element of the London Stock Exchange and the approach of
the English financial circles which oçlains, inpart at least this, the possibilities
which sometimes one envies the U,K. industry for.
Inthe U.K. it is possible with in only one or two years, provided of course that the
project is an economic one and that the product has a certain appeal to the market, to
^rl'ange, 

if not for a stockmarket quotation at least for a private placement with the in-
stitutional investors. In this way the funds available to the merchant banking communi-
ty and the investment banking community tend due to these efforts to turn-over with a
certain speed and as a result with the same amount of funds earmarked for this activi-
ty in the banking community a substantional bigger volume of business can be handled
over a longer period of time.
Similar activities are of course undertaken by other members of the merchant banking
community. We all know about the NRDC, the TDC and here on the continent we see si-
mular activities from the European Enterprises Development Groups in Paris and Lu-
xemburg.
On the whole I would say that an increased inter-play between the financial community
and industry should provide for better flow of funds and that with more understanding it
should be possible for the banking community to act as a catalyst in taken projects fiom
the drawing board to the end-market.
Mister Chairman, you asked me yesterday to be rather brief in view of the time to be
rnade available for the case-studies and I would therefor like to leave my observations
at this for the moment. Thank you very much.
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DISCUSSION

Question

During your lecture, I thought that you had in mind the larger projects, that have the
research stage behind them and may even have been developed on a laboratory scale.
Am I correct in that ?

Answer

I wâs not necessarily thinking of large projects only, in effect quite a couple of projects
in the electro-technical industry were rather small.

Question

(Shapero) In the American experience only one in twenty requests is interesting
enough for further investigation. So I would like to ask: How many requests do you get
every year, roughly, and what is your percentage of follow-up.

Answer

That is an important question, as it touches the selection process. I can only give you
figures about the number of proposals that reached the department, as in most cases
the director of the bank is first approached and he will turn down projects that are ob-
viously unsuitable. Roughly, about 50 projects will reach the department every year,
and of those about 35 will fall off after a preliminary investigation. The remainder will
be developed further and the avarage gestation period is two to three years. Although
for this catagory the selection procedure is fairly severe, we still have a failure rate
of 15to 20 70, whicl, is rather normal. About 40 Voof ttle projects becomes a moderate
success and the remaining 40 7o a substantial success, enabling the bank to approach
institutional investors or the stock market.

Question

(Freeman) Merchant banks play an important role in the financing for in¡rovation and so
do some government agencies like NRDC. Yet one still hears complaints about the dif-
ficulty in getting suJficient finance to assist irurovators. Would you take these complaints
seriously or would you say that, for some time now, lack of finance has not been a ma-
jor constraint for irurovators in the U. K. ?

Answer

I would be very much inclined to react in the latter way. I don't think that in the United
Kingdom, or on the continent, lack of finance has really been a major constraint for
irurovation. A far bigger problem is either, to find the most suitable financial charurel,
or from the side of the innovator, a rather poor present¿tion which did not add to the
credibility. But with proper presentation, I think it would be rare for a good project
not to find its financial backing. This may be slightly easier in the U. K. than on the
continent, but that is another point.

Question

I have never known a merchant bank to be a philantropic institutÍon. Now you said that
after the main board of a firm has turned down a suggestion, then the people who put up

the suggestion regularly approach a merchant bank. On what basis do they come to you?
Do they come as individuals through the back door, seeking alternative finance and do
you acôept that with an eye on the possible profit? Or do they come with the blessing of
the main board who just wish to opt out and put the risk in another camp ?
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Answer

In a bank we certainly cannot have people coming in by the back door. The best way to
answer your question is by reverting to my example from the malt industry. It were
not necessary the most rational motivations which made the board of that particular
brewing company to turn down this idea, on which they had spent quÍte a bit of money
to take it to the pilot plant stage. They were not willing, to a large extent for traditio-
nal reasons, to see it through. Then the people who had developed the process, resign-
ed their positions in the company and started looking around for sponsors in the city,
and in this way they came to us.
And I certainly hope that I have not given the impression that merchant banks are phi-
lantropic institutions. We are not, we are certainly extremely keen on our profits, be-
cause in this field the risks are above average.

Question

I would like to ask two questions. Is the gestation period of three years you mentioned
typical, or can it be much longer or shorter ? What happens to these companies after
they have been introduced on the stock market, does it happen that a large industry
buys them up or do they really become small companies which can exist on their own?

Answer

I am grateful for this question as it gives me the opportunity to clear up these two
points. A period of three years is indeed average, it might be slightly shorter or
slightly longer. As to your second question, we virtually never sell out completely.
The normal procedure. is to sell as many shares as to recoup on the original invest-
ment, which means that the bank stays involved in the company, often to a substantial
part. And we continue to guide them, but our people, who were originally put in on a
five day a week basis, are gradually withdrawn as a proper management structure is
build up. There have been instances \Ã/here \¡/e sold out completely, but that only happen-
ed when we have overestimated the possibilities of a new product, when it became
clear that successful introduction of the product would require much more research
and more back-up than originally estimated. In those cases we try to provide for the
continuity of the firm by placing part of the shares with institutional investors, who
normally tend to be rather loyal to management, and sometimes too loyal.
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Aspects of Technological Innovation

Dr. W. G. Evans
University of Manchester
Manchester
Great Britain

The theme of this conference - ttThe management of technological innovation't will be
examined in this morningrs session through the medium of case studies of technological
innovation. My colleagues on the panel will deal in detail with examples drawn from
their particular industrial interests. By way of introduction I will proceed them, and
attempt to illustrate some of the characteristics of technological innovation as may be
seen ín a rather wider range of cases drawn from several industrial sectors. The
reason for including the case studies in the conference is simple. We want to ensure
that the discussion later this morning is as close to the reality of our normal industrial
environment as possible and that we do not become too enamoured of the theories of
management as opposed to its practice.

Leonardo da Vinci lived from 1452-1519, and in that time produced a wealth of designs,
plans, and products. They are all of historical importance but clearly the greater im-
portance must be ascribed to the designs he actually transformed into thardware'.
Though his design for a gas turbine as seen in Fig. 1 and intended for turning a spit to
roast fowl is of historic interest, it is of little more than that, for it was not a practi-
cal design, - neither the materials nor the theory to convert it into an operating,
everyday reality were available. It remained a mere interesting possibility until the
technology had caught up with the design. Now thanks to the efforts of technologists we
have turbines such as the one shown in Fig. 2, and it is this difTerence, the difference
between possibility and achievement that should concern us this morning. We will be
Iooking at the process through which ideas pass to become products, and the inJluence
management can have on this process, and indeed the influence the product may have
on the management process itself.

The primary characteristic of the innovation process (though it is a characteristic that
is oftentimes overlooked) is that it is evolutionary in character, The products of today
stand on the rshouldersr or rfoundationTõfTñeirlFedecessors. Weaknesses in designs
are eliminated, new features are added, functions are synthesised or separated, and
gradually the product develops to its present form. The Daimler car series shown in
Fig. 3, illustrates this process to a degree. Though the cars shown do not constitute
the full range of products that have emerged from the Daimler rstable' they do show
strong line of continuit¡r throughout. This view of products is of course at the tmacrot
Ievel. Here only the external generic features are evident and of course there are
omissions. But nevertheless one surely recognises the fact that the products of today
are developed from the technological, managerial, and social capabilities and assump-
tions that preceeded them. So as you examine the cases to be presented later this mor-
ning by my colleagues you will recognise that they will be speaking about products that
have evolved and indeed are still evolving under the conflicting influences of crises and
technological effort. We may take a still or tsnapshot' view here today of the product
but we should not fail to recognise that it is nevertheless moving, and the prime mover
in this process is the managerial effort guiding it.

It would however be incomplete to refer to the evolution of products on the rmacro!
level onl¡', for no doubt you all appreciate that the changes seen at the 'macror or stra-
tegic level are the cumulative result of changes made at the tmicror or tactical level,
So by way of example one can contrast the automatic gearbox shown in Fig. 4, with its
successor shown in Fig. 5. In the former case the gearbox had a 3 speed+reverse ca-
pability, whereas in the latter case one sees a much simpler design, clearly a more
manu-facturable design for the same unit where it now has a 4 speed+reverse capability.
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Ttre micro development through which the gearbox went to gain its greater simplicity
and capability was largely the product of the irurovative efforts of one man who later
commented that at this stage "the whole design seemedto sort itsel-f outtr. Of course
it was not the design which sorted itsel-f out, but rather the designer who realised the
truefunctionof eachof thegearboxcomponents, andwhointheprocessof doingsoex-
tended the capability of the unit. No doubt as you lvatch the products and processes to
be presented here today you will be considering the changes that could be made to them
that would result in more effective products. If the conference is a success you will
also no doubt leave here interested in posing this same question to yourself and your
staff as you examine the products for which you are responsible. You will be interested
to see how clearer thinking and a rational approach may lead to a greater tfitness of
purposet of a product, and in achieving these changes managerial as well as technical
impediments to progress may have to be overcome.

Since this conference is interested in the management of technological innovation it is
hardly irrelevant to point out that the basis of technological irurovation is the conversion
of ideas into hardware. We are interested in the conversion process and also in the
idea itselJ. We recognise the fact that ideas are valuable property and that we should
be interested not only in them, but also in their efficient utilisation. We are interested
in ensuring that the maximum possible value is extracted from the relatively few
genuinely new ideas that appear on the industrial scene each year. This efficiency may
be approached in two ways

(a) The efficiency manifested as ideas are extended in application throughout their
initial conceptual framework

and (b) The efficiency manifested as ideas are transposed outside their initial concep-
tual framework to another, and there to apply them to produce radically new
products and processes.

An example of the former type of efficiency is that provided by the 'hover conceptr.
Initially developed by Sir Christopher Cockrell in 1955 the coffee-tin and scales experi-
ment he carried out showed that a relatively small quantity of ducted air could be used
to support a large mass such as a hovercraft. The first model he made confirmed his
rudimentary test results and throughout the succeeding years he devoted his efforts and
those of many others to developing a range of hovercraft. Figs. 6 and 7 show his initial
experiments and Figs. 8-13 just a few of the many hovercraft that were developed in
the succeeding years. But perhaps the most exciting and potentially rewarding applica-
tions of rhover' as a transport concept lie in its extension to many applications. The
use of the concept in 'tracked hovercraft' (Fig. 14), 'hover kilnsr (Fig. 15), rhover
mo\ryersr(Fig. 16),thoverpallets'(Fig. 17),rhoverpads'(Fig. 18),thovertanksl
(Fig. 19), 'hover dredgers' (Fig. 20), 'hover trailers' (Fig. 21), and rhover trans-
portersr (Fig. 22).
Each of these applications utilised the principle of hover support demonstrated by
Cockrell, but each Ín a different way, and it might also be added with varying degrees
of success. The important lesson for us however lies in the extent to which the original
idea of Cockrellts became diffused throughout a wide range of technological applica-
tions. It may weII be that the products you examine later this morning, or indeed those
with which you are familiar in your industry could find a much wider range of applica-
tions than may appear at first sight. The effectivemanager of technological innovation
will constantly seek to extend,the applications of the ideas he has available , sometimes
through the development of new products and sometimes through the licencing of patent
rights etc.

Ttre second form of efficiency, that of transposing the idea outside its initial conceptual
framework and into another is more difficult to achieve but can indeed be more re-
warding and exciting. The hover concept extracted from the hovercraft of Cockrell was
transposed into the medical field by Dr. J. T, Scales, and used as the basis of the
hover-bed. Instead of using the hovering properties of an airjet to support a moving
c , Scates conceived the idea of using the jet to support the body of badty burned pa-
tients without them coming in contact with the material of the bed. This was seen as a
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way not only of alleviating the distress caused by the þurned areas coming in contact
wlth the hnãn etc. , and sõ impeding the recovery process, but also as a means of en-
suring that the recovery took place in a continuously chaaging¿tmosphere of sterilis,ed
air. Iá Fig. 28 one can see the prototype of the hoverbed and the deforming effects-of
the airjetJ on an anaesthesised pig may be seen. Clearly the prototype was unsatisfac-
tory frôm a clinical point of view, the patient could have su,ffered more damage from
the jets than from the burns, but þ a process of steady development through stages
so"h as the tcoffinr stage shown in Fig- 24, ttle structure and sealing system of the
hoverbed was developed to give the operational unit illustrated in Fig. 25. It is cer-
tainly worth mentioning that the successful development of the sealing syst_em ulti-
mately depended ondhe union of experience obtained by Mr. L. Hopkins in the develop-
ment ôf hóvercraJt skirts such as those for the VT-001 hovercraft with the design of
the hoverbed as evolved by Dr. Scales. Another example of the successful transposition
of an idea already developed in one field into another is provided by the 'Lancasterr _

bomber aircraft. The urdercarriage leg of the Lancaster was developed by Dowty Ltd'
and many of the units were made during and immediately after the World \Mar II. By
transpoJing the undercarriage legs to the mining industry the units (though slightly mo-
dified to inirease their load capacity) became hydraulic pit props. Fig. 26 shows a
cross section of a typical aircraJt leg unit and the pit props developed from them may
be seen in Fig. 27 . Many thousands of these props have been built and provided a major
advance in mining techniques. Later the prop unitswere ganged together as shown in_

Fig. 28 to providã sel-f-advancing roof supports for the mining industry. Another and
related example of this efficiency in the use of concepts may be seen in the transposi-
tion of aircraft undercarriage technology to the cable-Iaying industry. The traditional
method of laying cable fron ships had the serious deficiency of being an intermittant
operation. The ãiameter of the cable increased substantially at the point where the re-
pèater arupljfiers were located. To continue laying the cable required removing it
from the fèed mechanism playing it out manually, and then reinserting it into the feed
mechanism. By adopting aero technology it was possible to develop the cable laying
machine shown in Fig. 29. This permitted the cable to be played out continuously ir-
respective of the diameter of the cable passing through the machine. Once again one

can see the value of transposing technology from its customary field of application to a
new area, and it is clear that substantial efficiencies can be achieved in the use of
technology provided one is willing to examine the conceptual content of products in a
fundamental and critical way.

Technology is an expensive business and the cost in manpower and financial terms of
acquiring-ä technological capabilÍty can often be extremely high and can never be ne-
glected õ we should be conõerned not only about the technology, but also the efficient
úse of companies technological capabilities. If an organisation has invested effort in
Iearninghow to fabricate ã complex structure, it is obviouslyin its interests to make
maximu--m and efficient use of this capability. J & S Pumps Ltd. developed the techno-
logical capability to manufacture canned-motor-pump units of the type shown in Fig. 

-30
anã achieved a major sector of the market for these specialised products. By using that
same technologicai capability (experience with machining impellers, sealing shaJts and

making pr""soi" tight electrical õonnections etc. ) to produce the well-head submersible
g"n""r:tô" unit show=n in Fig. 31 for use with off-shore gas wells, the company extended

its product range in a most interesting manner.
Weiend to empiasis the importance of the technology but of course we should also re-
cognise the imþortance of gètting the technolog5r to where it can-be used. Here in Hol-
Uñd the distinõtion betweeñ the õonditions required for successfully growing a seedling
and growing a plant will be well appreciated - oftentimes very different treatment and

soilJ are rðquired for the two phases of the life of the same plant. So its interesting to
pay attention to where the ideJembodied in a technological development come.s from.
itrihe case of the Mirrlees K-Major engine series, the exhaustvalve assemblies shown

in Fig. 82 , were given an increaÀe of life from 500 hours to 3, 000 hours largely due to

^u.t"y 
simple devãlopment made by a shop-floor development engineer. He suggested

the cyclicai pulsing oi lubricating óil presiure on the valve stem to prevent both the in-
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gression of corrosive gases into the stem guide, and the egression of lubricating oil
onto the stem when e>çosed to the exhaust gas stream. The fundamental radicalãe-
velopment of the superstructure for the Vosper fast patrol boats, the difference seen
betweenFig.33and34, forcraftusinggasturbineengines, camefromaseniormem-
ber of a Government naval laboratory working in an advisory capacity to the fast patrol
boat manu-facturer. In the case of the Colchester Lathes Company's iFlowline' ryÀt"*
of assembly line manufacture of lathes, the fundamental idea, tträt of supporting the as-
sembly bases on a series of oil pressurised pads was taken by the Managing Diiector
of the company from a report by one of the companyrs junior engineers prepared dur-
ing a training year at the (then) College of Aeronautics in Cranfield. Fig.. 83 shows
the support and raft assemblies and Fig. 36 shows the rflowlines' in opeiation. Finally,
if one examines the history of the 'Gaugemeter Automatic Gauge Contiolt system for
the_control of strip metal thiclcress one finds the fundamental ideas - those of using the
ro11 as its own micrometer, and of controlling thickness by controlling both toad añd
tension on the strip, being developed and proved within the British Iron and Steel Re-
search Association and later being transferred together with most of the original de-
velopment team into industry. Fig. 3? shows an outline of the basic system ãnd Fig. 88
sho_ws the'major advance the system conferred with respect to quality control in thã
rolling operation. It is I think a good example of the wiJdom of taking not only thelseedlings' but also the rgardenert to the final location of the tplant'. I hope you will
pay due attention to the transfer mechanism and that you will be stimulated to outline
your views on this aspect of the management of technological innovation in the discus-
sron.

The importance of the sector which I like to refer to as rservice lechnology' will be
appreciated by you all. By this I mean the developments which of 

'themselves are not
part of the product but enable it to be produced. Such a classical development is that of
electron beam welding which has enabled significant advances to be madt in many pro-
ducts such as the welding of rstelliterrings onto the valve bodies of Mirrlees X-Ilä;or
diesel engines as seen in Fig. 32, and the welding of the bevelgear clusters of Automo-
tive Products Ltd's automatic gearbox as seen in Fig. 3g. Later this morning we will
hear more about this particular aspect of technologiõal innovation. Some of yãu may
wish to comment on the mechanism of detecting and inducting these rservice technolo-
giesl into a firm to expand its technological capability.

You will have in your minds the importance of obstacles to the innovation process the
most important of which seems to me to be the propensity we engineers have for getting
'set' on our particular solutions to problems or our conviction that unless something iJ
done 91 way it cannot be done at all. So for example when the designer of a well knãwn
small diesel engine asked a piston manufacturer to produce a piston (Fig. a0) with a
length,/diameter ratio of 1:1 as opposedto the more conventional I:L.2g the manu-factu-
rer at first refused on the grounds that it just could not be successful. The designer
persevered the piston went into production and many thousands of these successful en-
gines have now been produced. To persuade the chief engineer of a company designing
an automatic gearbox to abandon the use of double-cone clutches ( Fig. 41 ) it was ne-
cessary to get a directive from the companyrs board of directors, - the reason was
simple, they represented an investment of over two years development effort by the
chief design engineer and the companyrs clutch material suppliers. The chief engineer
was understandably reluctant to abandon the concept, especially since he had been
awarded a patent on their application in this circumstance. There is another danger
which I think it is relevant to mention and this is the danger of letting the 'sweetness of
complication' cloud our appreciation of the tsimplicity of successr. Often our academic
training teaches us the desirability of attaining prestige as designers and (almost sub-
versively) teaches us to equate prestige with complexity. There is a certain attraction
for us in being able to say 'yes that product is complex and I was able to design it'.
Studies of real industrial problems that have been successfully overcome however give
us a'great deal of respect for the designer who has the ability to solve a complex pro-
blem in a simple manner. Such an example of classical simplicity is the invention of
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Vee hangers by Sir GÍlbert Roberts to eliminate oscillation of the deck of aerofoil type
suspension bridges. Fig. 42 shows the conventional vertical hanger configuration for
suspension bridges, Fig. 43 shows the vee hanger formation adopted for the Severn
Bridge and in Fig. 44 one can see the aerofoil deck sections being assembled to form
the welded deck. The inventíon moved into the realm of innovation after it was incorpo-
rated into the Severn Bridge and the Bosporous Bridge, and it will also feature in the
Humber Bridge which will become in 1976 the longest single-span suspension bridge in
the world.

We would be glad to hear the views of those who would like to comment on the process
of defining the need to which technology has to respond. All too often one hears the cri-
ticism that a product was technically interesting and advanced but that it was not needed
by a market. So we could consider the nee.d for better markét analysis methods and
perhaps more significantly the interpretation of these analyses to yield reasonable
guidelines for decision taking. Under this general area too we could consider the inter
and intra company difficulties that arise in responding to market needs and particularly
that one of matching the timescales of response of different sectors to stimuli. Many of
us will no doubt be considering how one can more effectively assess the social political
and economic acceptability of the technical solutions proposed to meet needs and you
may wish to comment on these points in the context of the cases presented here this
morning or perhaps even by reference to other cases with which you are familiar.

Finally I would like to draw your attcntion to the point which can so easily be forgotten
at a meeting such as this - that not all technological developments succeed. They may
appear as successful irinovations for some time, but it is really only after a substantial
period of time that we can judge their success or failure. 'rVe might recall the Tacoma
Bridge, the Ferrybridge cooling towers (Fig. a5), or the Uskmouth turbine disaster
(Fig. 46) as examples of engineering innovations that were thought to be all right at the
time, but did not quite live up to expectations.
I trust this will not be the fate of the other products you are to hear about this morning.
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The Fokker Friendship

Dr. J.H. Greidanus
Fokker - VFW N.V.
Amsterdam

Gentlemen, I have been wondering if the development of an aircraft is a very suitable
subject to ihe purpose of this congres. The development of an aircraft is a very large
p"oä"s"; it is in many respects very extreme and exceptional, it covers a long time,- it
i".,r".y complex, it involvãs tremendous risks, and it requires financial means which
r"" 

"o" 
targe that there are at this mòment no companies in Europe, who can on their

own funds-proceed to the development of new aircraft. We are combining industries
and we aré requesting the 

"nppo"t 
of governments in order to keep this tlpe oJ work 

-
possible. It is of 

"o.rise 
also ãifficuliitt a'u""y short time to give a reasonable insight

in how such a process works, but I will try to give you a survey at the hand of a few
slides on the organization of such a process inlime. I will try to give you an_idea-of

the sources of the complexity andthè nature of such a developmentprocess. Iwilrl
briefly touch the excepiional-relation between research and development and I will also
present the process to you in terms of money'
'Finally I wiil refer briéfly to marketing and market analysis aspects. I will only be

able to mention the most important things and I will use the F 28, as the example of

choice, rather that the F 27 as announced in the program'

Fig. 1 presents a survey of all the developments of the Fokker company since 1945-'

tfrã time-scale extends a few years into the future and so at its far end contains a few
developments which are in course of progress but not yet ready'
What f shouid like to sho\¡/ in this figure is, that we started thinking about the F 27,

which is an airplane which Ipresumably don't needto describe to you, in 1949' The-

first phase is årtirely prepaiatory. Thê actual development work started in 1950, the

first proto-type flew in 19-55, the certificate of air-worthiness obtained ín 1958. Imme-
diateþ thereafter the first airplane was delivered to the first customer- This was the

end ofwhat could be called the development of the basic airplane. In actual fact how-
ever the r¡vork proceeded continuously with the development of additional variants and

versions of the airplane. In the early sixties the work slowed down, but around 1964

we started designiñg a stretched veision of the airplane , and slightly later a rougrh-

field version. Às tate as !972 we pushed the aircraft to its present relatively high

weight limitations.
ThiË may show that, if such a process is to be planned, if all its facets and implica-
tions are to be foreseen, then ä time span of mõre than 20 years has to be considered.
And the review performód may even bá incomplete, for the airplane concerned is still
in production and further developments are
As^shown, Fig. 1 also presents the F Z8 pr about this air-
plane in 1960.- This could be call :gi preparatory

ittà.". Actual development work in first flight was

ìn 196?, the certification and del first airplane early in 1969. Far more
rapidly than in the case of the F 27 next de' lopment steps-were initiated' The con-

"""n"d 
a series of weight limitation increar s and a stretched version of the airplane.

At this moment we are*working on a version with an improved wing (a wing with nose

stats). It is totally impossiblJto guess ho ill end' If the air-
plane sells well, ii is sure that we will go may easily go on

ior so*" 10 years or more. Thenthe F 28 anof 20 ot 25

y""".. Vou might suggest to leave out of a( llowing the crea-
iion of the basi"c airpiãne and perhaps consider them as less important, but it is really
not justified, for thô success ãf thJwhote snterprise is Oui_tgcritically dependent on-

the äteady continuation of the development. Stopping it would lead to a premature end

of the whole program.
Fig. 2 again refãrs to the F 28 and illustrated some detail of the basic development
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p-roces_s. 
-This survey starts in 1961 with market research andpreliminary studies. At

the end of that year ïve started with the first wind tunnel tests. These testi continued
almost without interruption until 1967. A next phase began in 19Zl on behalf of further
aerodynamic developments to the airylane (the slatted wing version¡.
The actual design, that is the preparation of the first design drawings, was started in
1963. This work again represents an almost continuous prócess. Th1 îirst phase leads
to_the prototypes. The next operation concerns the production airplane. This again is
followed by the design of modifications resulting frôm flight and oiher tests. Aõ soon
as the basic airplane was ready, work was initiated direõted at weight limitation in-
creases and a stretched version of the airplane. At this moment a slatted wing version,
to which I have already been referring, is Ín course of progress.
The whole process of course required very careful orgánizãfion. If Ít is not organized
very carefully, then surely all financial limits and budgets will be surpassed. it is
particularly important not to loose time. so, as soon as some design ãrawings are
ready, manufacturing of parts concerned must immediately be started and eJch next

one as
earlie

ust be
as pos f.

As soon as the first airplane is ready - thiswas with the F 28 in May 1962 - test-flying
is_ started. In parallel a long series of full-scale structual tests is bóing organized,"
which stretches over many years. These tests are essential to the deveToprãent of åny
airplane, for the structure of an airplane has to be proven with respect to static
strength, fatigue strength, fail saJe properties, and so on. The flight testing generally
consists of two parts. The first phase is roughly speaking an evaluation pfraãel in whiähit is being verified whether the objectives set have been reached, the spécificátions
met, and secondly, as soonas it is sufficiently certainthat everythingìs O.K., certi-
fication tests are being organized. The certifiãation is an officiai opeiation, an official
confirmation that the new airplane meets all requirements determiñing its airworthi-
ness.
F-iq. 3 gives an again different break-down of the development work. It shows what kind
of functions are involved and the pelcentage of man-houis in each category. The work
is first divided into engineefing, 2770 of the whole, design drawings 20V0, irodactioipreparation 57o, tooling 4eve.lopment and preparation ll
1Q70, Þroduction 2370 and-a miscellaneous pa"f 1li"err""s,Within engineering and design a further break-down is sú he

cal administration. All this however, refers to Fokker-VFW only. In actual fact theprogram was international. There were three partners, Short Brothers and Harland of
Verei rke of

:ltii It crear-

p4rticipations concerned were not ne t have done all
the work herself. They have industri was so large
that we needed more resources than d to bring ui.
Moreover partners were supposed to strengl ly and to-îaäiti_
tate access to certain markets.
In addition to partners, fig. 4 also mentions the valuable and signÍficant participation
of our national laboratory, the N. L. R. This, took care of the wiñd tunnelìesting and of
the major part of the flight test instrumentation. They also performed many deîail
tests and a full scale fatigue test.
In the next figure, figure 5, the whole process is shown in terms of money. on the
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vertical axis are millions of guilders per year. The process again starts in the early
phase of the conception. The amount needed in the first year was only half a million.
But the amount of money needed is rapidly increasing, A first addition is needed for
the wind tunnel, As soon as the design and engineering have started, there Ís a further
rapid augmentation of costs. Next large slices are needed for tooling, the production
of prototypes and the production of test hardware. In the top year, 1966, 70 millions of
guilders were spent. The top year of the wind tunnel testing was 1964, with 3 millions
needed for that pu{pose alone. The picture once more shows the order in which the va-
rious parts of the work proceed and interchange.
As mentioned earlier, manufacturing parts is started as soon as the first drawings are
ready. At the same time the design and manu-facturing of tools is started, a part of the
work requiring relatively large sums of money. As soon as there are sufficient tools,
the building of prototypes is started. The figure shows how much money is involved in
this work.
When a prototype is ready, test-flying is started immediately. It required in the first
year some two millions, and in the top test flying year abut six. There is a remark-
able souce of costs in the documentation which has to be developed and which has in
many programs given rise to quite some difficultÍes. The manufacturing of documenta-
tion is a millions of guilders business. It is always coming rather late because it is
impossible to begin writing handbooks before the whole design has been sufficiently
fixed, And then they must be completed in a hurry for use by the early customers. We
delivered the first airplane early in 1969. Clearly, the first customer had to wait quite
some time for his books. During this time he had to live with provisional information.
The documentation forms a nearly continuous stream of work throughout the life of the
airplane. Once you start developing variants of the airplane, development fturds. needed
(per year) will show up neïy peaks. What is shown in fig. 5 is partly still e><pected
cost, for th-e time scale extends into the future.
I would hope that this will give at least an idea of t}re organization of the development of
an airplane. It should be obvious that it is very difficult to arrive at decisions initiating
new aircraft programs. Therefore market analysis and marketing contemplations fre-
quently form a very large part of the preparatory work. In the case of the F 27, how-
ever, \À/e have solved this problem in a relatively simple way.
When we started with the airplane we wanted to make a short-haul airplane, an airplane
for the short distances, using the most advanced propulsion formula available at that
time, the turbo-propeller. This leaves open the size of the airplane. To determine this
it is for instance possible to try to find out how many airplanes the world needs in any
size category and to select the size maximizing the e>çected demand, This would seem
to justify hope for a largest possible market. In 1953, the begiruring of the F 27 pro-
gram, the answer would have been that the airplane should be able to carry around 90
passengers. Ninety passengers is the size of the DC 9.
Un-fortunately every manufacturer in fact makes the same sum and arrives at a very
similar answer, around 90 passengers. So anyone acting correspondingly must count
on many competitors . This tends to destroy his high exp ectations . So , with tt'e F 27
we decided to use a totally different approach to the size problem. We set ourselves to
make the smallest possible airplane which could be expected to remain sufficiently eco-
nomical - in terms of cost per seat-mile - for regular airline use. We concentrated on
finding out how small we could go with the airplane without penalizing too much this de-
cisive type of economy. We arrived at the conclusion that we should make a 40 passen-
ger airplane.
Now, I can of course after all say that we \¡r'ere very right, for we have sold 600 F 2?'s.
an absolute top for European civil airplanes, This shows that the method worked ex-
tremely nicely.
I have a feeling that through this consideration, through this method and through this
approach the marketing preparation became exceptional. It might well be impossible to
transfer this method to other products.
With respect to the innovation aspect and with respect to research and development, I
would say that the innovation in an airplane is not in the separate parts and properties
of the airplane, in the materials, in the design, but in the new combination of all fac-
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tors. In broad terms, you might say - perhaps with a few exceptions - that all air-
planes are rather conventional. Every experienced aircraft manufacturer can design a
new airplane-ald the qovelty of the design is in achieving certain new specifications, in
combining all the methods, all the knowledge, and all thè oçerience available in such
a way that a product is obtained which excells by some valuable property or combina-
tion of properties - economy, or speed, or passenger comfort say. Any airplane wiII
in addition probably show up certain new detail elements.
I could e. g. mention the brake flaps at the end of the fuselage of the F 2 8 which is a
very adequate arrangement used in this form for the first time. But if we had not
equipped the F 28 with.these brakes, we would have used a more conventional type of
airbrake and it is of cóurse not justified to say that we would then have sold teJJ air-
planes as we did up to this moment. So, this element of innovation remains of limited
significance in the assessment of the value of the whole project.
With respect to research and development I will finish with one remark:
The amou¡t of research which the aircra-ft industry cannot leave out to do is relatively
very small. The process is typically a large development process. The research can
be reduced so strongly, because once it is known that a certain new principle, or me-
thod, or material works, it generally becomes fairly easy to use it, if so desired.
Now, someone in fact has to find out what novelty is feasible but there is so much free
exchange of information that such information is very frequently to a sufficient degree
available. Not in detail, but this can frequently be filled in without too much trouble
and anyhow at relatively low risk,
This situation once more puts more emphasis on development than on research.
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Irurovation: A question of Creation versus Control?

David G. Lethbridge
Odord Centre for Management Studies
O>dord University
Odord, England

Professor Freeman has said that failure can be instructive. I will take as my subject
the story of a company which lasted for no more than 6 years from the cradle to the
grave. It was born in 1965 and became insolvent and passed into the hands of the re-
ceiver in October 1971. This company, Britten-Norman Limited, was exceptional be-
cause it was owned and managed by only two people, John Britten and Desmond Nor-
man, and hence it was not too dÍfficult to trace the key decisions which conditioned the
rise and fall of the organisation. The full study can be obtained from the publishers,
the International Institute for the Management of Technology in Milan. 1.

Britten-Norman Limited manu-factured the Islander. It is an aeroplane originally de-
signed and produced in the Isle of Wight which is an island situated off the Southern
coast of England. The plane is twin-engined, has ten seats and a cruising speed of
160-170 m.p.h. There are about 380 currently in service around the world (Figure 1).

The second Figure shows the military version. All Islanders are designed to take off
in less than 15 times the fuselage length, on mnways which could be grass or sand. As
you can observe from Figure 3 this is not a sophisticated plane. It is unpressurised,
has a fixed undercarriage, uses mechanical control linkages, and reflects the basic
philosophy which lies behind all Britten Norman engrneerrng.

Simplicity is the keynote, and the Islander is designed for do-it-yourself maintenance
and simple repairs in the field, and is corrosion-proofed for an e>çected f.lying life of
20 years, An innovation has been defined as rThe technical, industrial and commercial
steps which lead to the marketing of new manu-factured products and to the commercial
use of new technical processes and equipment' z. While the new technology involved is
small, the Islander concept itself represented an innovation.

The Trislander, shown in Figures 4 and 5, Iooks similar to the Islander but there are
two major differences. First, the fuselage has been stretched to accommodate 18
people. Second, we note that a third propellor engine has been mounted in an unusual
position, on the tail assembly. The prototype version of the Trislander, which incor-
porates g\Vo of the components used in the original Islander, was built and flown for
about Ê16,000.

The Islander and the Trislander planes are not technically advanced, despite the un-
doubted technical ability of John Britten and Desmond Norman, who both trained as
aeronautical engineers. They designed and built their first plane in 1949 - and then
discovered that they could not sell it. They next established a highly profitable crop-
spraying business, based on a superior atomising device which changed the economics
of the spraying industry. Thet transported bananas for Elders & Fyffes and designed
and built an eârly hovercraft in 1958 to avoid damaging the fruit. A derivative of this
craft, the CC?, is still in production having been sold to the British Hovercraft Corpo-
ration after Britten-Norman Limited failed.

The Islander is essentially a tough and reliable working plane designed for simplicity
and ease of maintenance. Their own crop-spraying activities had demonstrated that
there was a real requirement for an economy-minded light plane in the short-haul mar-
ket and they understood the user needs because they themselves were part of the user
market. The Islander could be used for spraying; it was also popular with air-taxi ope-
rators because it had four more revenue-producing seats than the nearest rival. As
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you could elpect in a design-dominated company, they later made a single-engined two-
seater prototype which extended the basic Islander philosophy to the weekend and plea-
sure flying market. It was subsequently found through external market research that
they could expect little demand from this market, and so this prototype was never pro-
duced in volume.

The worldorce was relatively small (never more than 200) and came from a fairly
close-knit community. They were intensely loyal, even after the company had failed,
and despite the pressure imposed by creating ostqnsibly rmreasonable deadlines on the
design and development teams.

'Why did they fail? They did not link the marketing and production activities of the busi-
ness. They began making planes in late 1967 at the rate of one per \ryeek. By December
1€67 there was an 18 month backlog of orders, and in early 1968 they decided to con-
tfàct out aII their production to the British Hovercraft Corporation and to Technoimport
of Rumania, and to retain their own plant for final assembly operations. Despite this,
Iess than one plane per week was being produced until mid 1969, when the depression
in world aviation started to be felt. As demand slo\¡r'ed, and buying a plane is an emi-
nently postponable decision, Britten-Norman was trapped between the declining market
on the one hand and their planes being produced in volume under the terms of a fixed
contract on the other.

The second important reason for their failure was due to the nature of the management
control system. The two owners of the company were true ideas men with strong per-
sonalities. John is a free thinker, always scribbling his thoughts down; Desmond is al-
most 6t6't in height and a total extrovert. No one could stand up to this pair. They found
financial control dull, and so it tended to lapse.

On August 31st, 19?2 Britten-Norman wâs disposed of by the receiver for a price of
Ê.4.1m. It was purchased by Fairey Limited, an engineering company having armual
sales of t,19m. , and a long association with the aviation industry. John & Desmond are
now directors of Fairey Britten-Norman Limited and John is managing director of both
the factory in the Isle of Wight, and of the Fairey plant in Gosselies in Belgium.

Finally, let me present their current innovation ( Figure 6 ). ,

The new plane looks like the Trislander. It is planned to carry 100 people at about 230
miles per hour, and the family resemblance is clearly visible. It is a continuation of
their basic philosophy, and is designed to be reliable, robust and very simple to ope-
rate away from maintenance bases under âny conditions worlil-wide. For instance, it
will use the widely available Rolls Royce Daïe engÍne, of which 6,800 are already in
service. It will cost about Ê10m. to place in production, and it may well be a joint
venture with an existing company. Independent market research shows that it should
sell - and the fact of calling for such a survey prior to prototype production is a signi-
ficant step for John & Desmond. There is now a financial director to share control,
and the company wiII use its own production facilities.

In conclusion, they are still very much creative people, and there is now seasoned ma-
nagement available to control the realisation of their many and fast-flowing innovative
ideas.

Refs: 1. 'The Islander; problems of the irurovational entrepreneurr - David G. Leth-
bridge, International Institute for Management of Technology, Milan 19?2.

2. rTechnical Innovation in Britain' - Central Advisory Council on Science &
Technology - Her Majesties Stationery Office, London, 1968.
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Development of the Variomatic

Ir. H.H.J. Ludoph
Van Doorners Transmissie B. V.
Eindhoven
The Netherlands

The automatic transmission in question, the Variomatic, is suitable for private cars
and it was developed by Van Doorne's Motor Works for the companyts own 4-seater
cat,
Cars equipped with this automatic transmission first appeared on the road in 1958. A1-
though many people were sceptical about the V-belt drive at the start, the soundness of
the design has since been proved. It has now become fully accepted.
At the start it was used in the Daffodil, which was equipped with an engine developing
25 BHP ( 30 SAE HP ) . Now it is also in the DAF 66 with an engine of 4? BHP ( 55 sAE ) .

In comparison with a car having a conventional 4-speed gearbox and the same engine
output, the following advantages can be seen.

- Better acceleration from 0 - 50 km/hr than with a conventional gearbox. This aice-
TerFon rs p-armularly noticeable in town traffic. In busy town traffic brisk accele-
ration is essential for keeping the traffic on the move . Acceleration is a stepless
smooth-flowing process. Since the driver does not have to change gear, he can keep
both hands on the steering wheel and the car caî be guided rapidly through busy town
traffic.

- Increased reliability, as overrewing of the engine is impossible and incorrect ope-
ïEIõñls virTua1ly ruled out (fool-proof). In normal conditions, except when driving
downhill at a speedabove 140 lan/|1r, engine revs never exceed4,800 rpm. Gear-
changing is limited to engaging forward or reverse drive.

- Safer driving, especially in mountainous regions, on account of the simpler con-
trols; since there is no changing down the driver does not have to take his hands
from the steering wheel and can devote all his attention to the road and the other
traffic. Driving-off on a gradient, which many drivers find diTficult, is chitcl's play
with the Variomatic and the centrifugal clutch, There is no doubt that in mountain-
ous regions and in town traffic where it would otherwise be necessary to change
gear continuously, it is considerably less tiring.

Operation

Fig. 1 shows the stepless automatic gear.

Fig. 2 shows how it is installed in a car.

Fig. 3 giveS a section through the Variomatic transmission. When the centrifugal
ctritcir is engaged the torque is transmitted by the propellor shaft to the power divider,
which divides ihe torque equâlly. The pitch circle of the belts caîvary, sothat a trans-
mission range of 4 is achieved. The opening between the two pulley halves can become
greater or lesser.

In the power divider the pinion bevel gear meshes with two side bevel gears. 
-A-dog

clutch couples the pinion, which is integral with the propellor shaft, to one of these
side geari, thus enabling forward or reverse drive to be engaged' The power divjder
and tñe reáuction gear cáses are rubbermounted to absorb vibration and reduce the
noise level.
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Pre-load on each belt is obtained by means of a disc spring and a coil spring on the
sliding secondary pulley half. The disc spring also couples the slÍding pulley to the re-
duction-gear input shaft.

Each sliding primary pulley half contains two centrifugal weights attached to the power
divider output shaft. These weights force the sliding half , by means of cams, towards
the fixed one. Furthermore, each contains a relatively \¡/eak disc spring which assists
the centrifugal force in the lower speed range and also couples the sliding primary pul-
Iey to the power divider output shaft.

Moreover, each of the sliding primary pulley halves acts as a vacuum cylinder and is
divided into two chambers by a diaphragm. The two chambers of each pulley half are
subjected to vacuum independently of each other by means of two hoses mounted on the
off-side of the sliding primary pulley. The total axial thrust on this slÍding pulley half
is able to alter the position of the belt on the pulleys. This axial thrust is dependent
upon engine speed, pulley opening and the degree of vacuum in the cylinders.
The combination of these factors provide the results shoìÀ/n in the variogram (fig. 4 ) .

Vehicle speed is indicated horizontally and engine speed vertically. The engine speed
curve as fwrction of the vehicle speed must be between the low and the high line. For
maximum acceleration and climbability it is desirable for the full throttle curve to fol-
Iow the low line as closely as possible to 4,000 rpm and then the horizontal 4,000 rpm
Iine until the maximum speed is attained.
For economic and quiet driving it is desirable for the road-load curve to follow the
2,000 rpm line as closely as possible. This we call the overdrive-effect.

The position of the belts for the full throttle curve is quite different from that for the
road-Ioad curve. This difference is due to torque sensitivity of the belt and to the in-
fluence of the vacuum. A vacuum valve is connected to the accelerator pedal via a mi-
cro switch. The vacuum present in the engine inlet manifold below the butterfly valve
(the so-called engine vacuum) van be admitted via this vacuum valve to the outer
chambers of the vacuum cylinders on the sliding primary pulley halves. At another ac-
celerator pedal position air instead of vacuum can be admitted via the same vacuum
valve.

The engine braking valve incorporated in the plastic housing allows the inner chambers
of the vacuum cylinders to be connected to vacuum. This occurs when the transmission
low ratio hold switch is pushed in by the driver. If the accelerator pedal is released,
this valve gives a striking change-down effect, resulting in powerful engine braking,
which is very useful on steep gradients. The engine braking valve is also opened when
the foot brake is applied. This is necessary to make the belt drive change down rapidly
when braking. For the sake of completeness: on fig. 5 you can see the centrifugal
clutch.

Now we come to the question why DAF made a Variomatic transmission unit and how we
developed it.

At the time DAF brought out his first car in Holland the story was told that Mr. Hub
van Doorne had used his own braces to test the variable V-belt principle and he was so
impressed that he made the Variomatic.
To be serious I mention one of the real reasons.

To carve out a position among other well-known car makers Mr. Van Doorne, the foun-
der of DAF, thought he needed a special item in the form of an innovation for an im-
portant part of the car.
The same policy as he adopted with regard to trailers, semi-trailers and military ve-
hicles. For the innovation in the field of cars he choose the transmission, which he felt
was most necessary because a manually operated transmission is a poor link between
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engine and driven wheels,

He considered a stçless transmission to be the ideal solution. Among the stepless
transmissions, as, ior instance hydrostatic, hydrodynamic and friction drives the V-
belt variator gives the best overall efficiency and the lowest production cost.
A disadvantagã coutd be the dimensions. But we thought it could be incorporated in the
smallish carwe intended to produce.

The development of the Variomatic was in fact the result of the wish and drive of one

single man, who knew what he wanted.

Ttre problems in connection with the development of the Variomatic, which was done in-
side the company, $/ere:

1. a high power belt of small dimensions.

Z. a degressive force on the secondary pulley, which was achieved finally by a disc
spnng.

3. the movement of the sliding pulley halves without too much friction under torque.

4. an automatic clutch.

5. regulation of the belt position for all road conditions.

These and more problems were solved by an enthusiastic team of young people who had
Iittle experience in car designing. With sufficient inspiration but much more transpira-
tion.

At the end of this lecture I will also try to express my opinion on the organisational and

personal aspects, which are benificial to successful technological innovation. I will
summarize this in a few rules.

1. At the top of the firm you need a man, who is innovation-minded'

2. The climate in the firm has to be ambitious and modern and not burocratical. AII
employees must have pleasure in their work.

3. Communications in a technical department have to be easy through the levels,
really democratic.

4. A new idea should be worked out by a small team which works separately in some
cases, also geographÍcallY.
ln this team youneã¿ on the one hand inventive men and on the other critical men
and a man with broad knowledge of designs related to the subject'

b. There is always a more simple, cheaper and better solution than you already have.

6. Inventivity is not promoted by pressure, more by enthudiastic indoctrination.

7. you need a good workshop with experienced and fast-working people.

g. The managers should take the decisions which belong to their field, the technical
decisions should be taken by the specialists.
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The shuttleless weaving machine

Ir. G.J. Vermeulen
Te Strake B.V.
Deurne
The Netherlands

For a very long time the insertion of the weft in weaving was done by means of a shuttle.
Only after the end of the First World War unconventional ways of producing cloth were
shown to be attractive alternatives. The manufacturers ofconventional machines react-
ed by introducing improvements in their machines that gave a considerable reduction in
labour costs and an increase in production. The conventional machines are still on the
market and up till now the manufacturers have succeeded to parry the competition of
the new systems. But the development of alternative machines has accelerated in the
last ten years. The pace-setter is the Sulzer system, which opened the eyes of the tex-
tile industry to the possibilities of unconventional weaving. It is estimated that in 1973
about 30 per cent. of all sales wiII be in unconventional machines.
The big competitor-of weaving is knitting. On a world-wide basis about 13 per cent. of
all cloth was knitted, and it is expected that the percentage will rise to about 16 per
cent, in 1975. Considering the economics of both processes and the structure of the
fabrics, we do not expect that knitting will oust weaving.
In general, the different types of weaving machines differ inthe insertion system only.
A rather new development are the multi-face systems with a number of small shuttles
operating simultanuously.
We did some research in unconventional weaving systems too. and it led us to the con-
clusion that yarn speeds of sixty to eighty meters a second - and maybe even higher
still - might be possible. This gives an insertion capacity of 1800 to 2400 metres a mi-
nute, depending onthe duty cycle. A second conclusionwas that most existing systems
would not be able to reach speeds like these even after further improvements. So the
decision to start the design and development of a new type of weaving machine was
based on sound facts and on the insight that the market for weaving machines \Ã¡as open
to changes. We designed a number of insertion systems that promised to give us the
insertion speeds we wanted. In the end, all except one were rejected and we went on
with the air-jet system, In this system the yarn is taken of the packages continuously
andpasses the main injector which introduces the yarn into the machine. Multiple air-
jets thentake over, they act uponthe yarn andpush it across the machine. It will be
clear that with this system any width can be covered.
Before discussing some of the problems we encountered in developing this idea, it is
necessary to point out that our firm is a machine factory with an annual turn over of
five million guilders. Part of our production is in textile machinery.
From l-960 up to 1970 the development of the shuttleless weaving machine was financed
by a development grant from the Ministry of Economic Affairs. The first protot¡,pe was
shown on the ITMA fair at Basel in 1967 and improved prototypes were shown in Paris
at the ITMA fair of 1971. In 1970 and 1971 market research by external consultants in-
dicated that our weaving machine might conquer between 2 and 3 per cent. of the
market in a relatively short period, which would mean a turn-over of more than f 100
million. So in 1970 it was decided to build an assembly plant for the shuttleless machi-
nes. After the first series of five prototypes, that were exhibited in Paris. we started
the production and the sales affort for a series of 50 machines.
Early in 1972 we were confronted with a number of unexpected facts. We always had
thought that demonstrations in our own weaving shed would convince potential custo-
mers of the possibilities and the capacities of our machine. This philosophy turned out
to be wholly erronous. We discovered that we could not sell a machine before the cus-
tomer had tested it for several month's and that good test results were but a part of the
motivation a customer needed before he decided to buy. In consequence we had to set
aside twenty new machines for customer trials in Europe and the U. S. A. We also had
to discover what our potential customers expected of us, a newcomer in the market.
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After analysing our experiences and results, we had to decide that we better could
postpone our entry into the market until 1974. Of course this meant a considerable ad-
dition to the financial strains. Early in 7972 we started to look for an experienced
builder of weaving machines who would be interested in a merger and who could assist
us with engineering, production, applications, marketing and sales. We have found a
partner in a well-known Swiss firm and it is expected that the negotiations will be fina-
lized in March 1973.

Short description of our irmovation process

The conception of the idea is the most important part of the whole innovation process.
Research and development resulted in a functíonal concept of the new weaving machine.
A number of the R & D problems were beyond our o\ryn specialisms and we sought out-
side help for their solution. It turned out, however, t}ral some of the problems \üere
very specialized and asked for much support from our side, as there was almost no

Iitterature or general knowledge extant.

System engineering

This intermediate step between development and production nearly completely failed.
The know-how necessary for succesful system engineering was not available in suJfi-
cient amounts. A very important factor was lack of time. We were financed by a de-
velopment grant and due to our insu-fficient grasp of the whole innovationprocess, \,ve

were forced to do too much in too short a time. The engineering activities aimed at
achieving quick results by a method of trial and error.

Production development

Due to the structure of our firm, we could only make a certain number of components
of the machines ourselves. Therefore, it was decided at an early stage not to manu.fac-
ture the machines, but only to assemble them. In addition it was thought that this would
give us great flexibility in the choice of manufacturing processes. Here too, we ran in-
to unsuspected difficulties, caused by a certain lack of structure of the part of the in-
dustry we had to approach. There was spare capacity, but it was not concentrated. We
had to find a sufficient number of suppliers, without compromising quality, quantity and
costs. The problem of production development had two sides: the selection of manufac-
turing processes and the choice of suppliers.

Market research

Up till 1971 we followed the method of inside out instead of outside in. The ideas of the
designer and management determined our efforts in research and development. Now we
know that marketing is a leading input factor in these activities.

Finance

We can see now that in L970 our vr'eaving machine was only in the stage of a functional
prototlpe. We thought, however, that we \üere already in the next stage of commercia-
lization and attracted credit on that basis.

Conclusion

Considering the background of the speakers who presented a case history here, I am
again confirmed in my impression that our story is an exception in Dutch industry.
For a small company it is well-nigh impossible to tackle a problem as big as this.
Maybe I am stressing smallnes too much, but our experience has convinced us that the
innovation to be developed must be related to and should be an extension of the activi-
ties the firm is already engaged in. We learned that it is nearly impossible to compen-
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sate for lack of inside knowledge and therefore the irmovation to be developed should be
related to the normal activities of the company. We are sure that we now will find com-
pensation for our previous imperfections in the close co-operation with our Swiss part-
ner.
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A special two layer welding technique resulting in refining of the weld heat affected
zoîe

Dr. J.P.F. Mulder
Rotterdam Docþard Company
Rotterdam

In the preceding case studies we have heard about innovations as being new products.
In the case I intend to present the innovation consists of a new production method. An-
other difference is that the former innovations \Ä/ere meant for broadening the produc-
tion or selling basis of a company or for replacing older products with a decreasing
sold volume. The present case describes a situation that arose after the discovery of
material defects. Defects of the kind that were discovered had never been noticed be-
fore. Safety arguments made it advisable to try to avoid the formation of the defects.
Different stages in the process of developing new techniques that fulfill this aim wiII be
mentioned separately.

1. Study and definition of the problem

The defects consisted of small cracks in a zone next to a weld. This zone is heated to
a very high temperature during welding and obtains a coarse crystalline structure. The
defects are not present immediately a-fter welding, but only develop after some time in
a limited temperature interval during a so-called stress relieving heat treatment. The
defects are caused by local stresses related with the welding process and shrinkage
after welding.

2. Possible actions

The possible actions to avoid defect formation that were seen were:

a. the choice of a metal showing no susceptibility to crackformation, even in a coarse
crystalline form

b. the avoidance of a coarse crystalline zone next to the weld
c. the reduction of stresses

3. Discussion of possible actions

The change or material was not seen as the most promising action because, first,
R.D.M. is not a steelproducer and, more important, a change inmaterial composition
has many consequences because of code requirements and technical conditions as, for
instance, neutron embrittlement during service in a nuclear reactor.

The reduction of stresses was not seen either as a promising action. First, because
the stresses evidently have a very local character. This makes a determination of the
stress level very difficult and consequently hinders a systematic approach. You can't
measure what you have reached. The second argument is that the susceptibility of the
material for crack formation remains present.

The choice that was made was to try to get rid of the coarse crystalline zone. Now, in
welding the temperatures are so high that allways a coarse zone will come about. So

the only possibility was to reheat the steel after welding to such a temperature that re-
crystallization and hence grain refining takes place. This reheating should be perform-
ed at a speed suJficiently high to pass the temperature range where crack formation
can take place before this actually happens. For this rapid reheating three possibilities
were seen, i. e. a traveling arc discharge, a middle frequency induction heating, and,
with a proper choice of the parameters, the welding of a second layer on top of the
first one.
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4. Final choice of possible actions

rn the cåoice between the remaining possibilities , a very important argument was that
the people that had to perform the job in practice were ocperienced welders. so, in
order to avoid a tihe consuming instructÍon period and installation of new equipment,
and also in order to avoid the resistance of each productlon department against the in-
troduction of new techniquesn the two layer welding technique was chosen.

5. Development of production method

After the choice was made, the correct production technique had to be selected. This
led to a large number of weld tests.

6. Acceptance by inspection agencies

After the internal accqltance of the method had taken place, the extern¿L acceptance
¡¡¡as obtained by welding and testing a number of so called procedure qualificatìon tests
in the presence of independent and authorized inspectors.



PANEL DISCUSSION

PANEL: Dr. r!V.G. Evans, Chairman
Dr. H.J. Greidanus
Dr. D. Lethbridge
Ir. H. Ludoph
Dr.Ir. J. P. F. Mulder
Ir. G. J. Vermeulen

(Evans) At this stage I am reminded of three lines that appeared on a wall in Cambrid-
geafewyearsago:trTobeistodot', JeanPaulSartre; rrTodoistobet', JohnStuart
Mill; I'Dobeedobeedo ", Frank Sinatra. i think, this sums up this morning, there were
very few variables and many combinations. You have heard five different case studies,
but I do not think that the differences have been quite as marked as we'd liked to believe
as they all came back to the same thing: Experience, won the hard way. The Fokker
cases were very large and in the Islander success and failure intermingled with an ele-
ment of survival still evident. The shuttleless weaving loom encountered problems in
the second half of the innovative process and in the DAF case all technical and commer-
cial problems were overcome. The welding case showed the importance of finding quick
solutions for unforeseen difficulties that suddenly crop up.
Now, you will be itching to attack the panel, and we are ready to repulse all attackers.
So, without any further introduction, may I open the meeting for discussion?

Question

I have a question for Dr. Greidanus. The development of an airplane tíes up an enorm-
ous amount of money and I take it for granted that, before you decÍded to start the pro-
ject, you did a number of analyses, such as market analyses, financial analyses and so
on. I am greatly interested in the kind of methods you have used.

(Greidanus) I am sorry, but I don't see exactly what you are aiming at. Can you be
somewhat more specific ?

What I meant is this. The development of a new airplane involves tremendous amounts
of money, you have to invest very large sums before the first prototype is ready to fly
for the first time. Before you decide to develop a new plane, you must have a clear idea
of the risks you take and the possibilities of reaching the break-even point or going
beyond that. I think that this calls for very careful analyses of all factors that bear
upon the share of the market you hope to reach, your financial resources, the risks
you are running and so on. It seems to me that the evaluation will involve a number of
techniques of analyses, and my question is: What did you do and what methods did you
use ?

Answer

( Greidanus ) There is a marketing and an engineering side to your question. When you
start to think about the development of a new plane, the first thing you do is to evaluate
the state of the market. You make a careful analysis of the world traffic network, the
fleets, the tra-ffic densities on the various lines and so on. This is a must, every air-
craft manufacturer has to do it. In our case the evaluation indicated that it might be
worthwhile to aim at the lower end of the market and to develop a small plane, because
there are many airlines in the world that serve regions where traffic is not very dense
and that dontt have the financial resources to buy large planes in any case. Then we
determined the smallest possible size that would make the new plane still economically'attractive to our future customers. This was not strictly a marketing job, our engi-
neers had a big say in it, and of course \Me had to look at seat-mile costs, total operat-
ing costs and all that. Then we could start to design a plane that would meet the speci-
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fications we had laid down. Of course I have left out a large number of details and in-
termediate steps, but the basic ideas are rather simple and logical: You start to pin-
point a need and then you try to satisfy that need.
The part of your question about methods and technÍques is not easy to answer. Most
aircra-ft manufacturers use fairly standard methods, the evaluation of the traffic net-
work and the existing fleets of airlines certainly Ís a standard procedure. This must
not be taken to mean that we are afraid to use new methods and techniques as they be-
come available, we have done so inthe past. However, the development of a newplane
involves enormous amounts of money, so we must be sure that our methods of evãlua-
tion give absolutely dependable results. You did say, I think, also something about the
break-even point. If you wanted to suggest that the prediction of the break-even point
is very difficult, I fully agree with you. In our case we originally thought that we would
have to build 70 planes to earn back our investments, actuálly wè fra¿ to produce nearly
twice that number - 135 - before breaking even, It did not matter very much, as in all
we sold 400 planes and another 200 were build under licence in the United States.
Does that answer your question? Thank you.

Question

What is the role of pressure in innovation? In his presentation Mr. Ludoph remarked
that he preferred not to work under pressure, Dr, Mulder mentioned thai there was
extreme pressure when developing the welding technique. But what is the influence of
lack of time or money in general ?

Answer

( Lethbridge ) In the case of the Britt¿in and Norman organization, pressure was al-
most paramount. They believed in having dead-lines that were impoìsible to meet and
they got the whole factory behind them. There was an increclible ásprit de côrps, even
after the firm had passed into the hands of the receiver and there häd been reductions
of staff, and the future did not look very bright for those who remained. Brittain and
Norman was a pressur:e organization, but the result was a climate that was certainly
creative.

(Evans) Professor Shapero has a question.

(,Sfiapero) Well, it is not a question, it is an addition. Dead-lines probably are one of
the most effective mechanisms for getting an¡thing done, andthere is not a man inthis
room who has not lived and died around a dead-line. I think it is one of the most over-
looked measures to get something cornpleted. If you put the dead-line further of, it will
be met around that date, and there ila Parkinsonian law that the effort and the áutput
will adjust itself to fit any dead-Iine.

(Evans) As Dr. Johnson said: Execution sharpens the mind wonderfully.

( Ludoph) Perhaps my remarks on pressure in innovation have been somewhat misun-
derstood' I really meant to say that there is a difference between working out a new
idea and the development of a new construction. In my experience pressure is no good
in the stage of working out a new idea when you have to invent things to make the úea
work. But you certainly need pressure in the stage of the development of the construc-tion. That is the distinction I wanted to make when presenting thã case of the Varioma-
tic.

Question

Can the panel tell us something about the ratio between development costs as estimated
in the budget and the actual development costs ?
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Answer

(Evans) We have here Professor Freeman and Dr. Robertson who have a lot of expe-
::ience in analysing projects from that point of view, and I would like to ask them if they
have any contribution to make.

Oh, no, I did not meanthat, I only wanted to hear for the cases we have just heard.

( Lethbridge) In the case of the Islander, research and development costs were esti-
mated at Ê 380,000; when the plane received its certificate of airworthyness, actual
expenditures had been Ê 880,000.

(Greidanus) InthecaseoftheF-2Sdevelopmentcostswereestimatedatf 103million
and the actual costs were f f4s million. But in this some work is included that was not
foreseen in the original estimates and part of the overshoot was caused by inflation, so
actually we succeeded in keeping tight control on our development costs.

Question

I have a question about huge projects like the development of an airplane. Undoubtly
this requires a large number of innovative steps and I would like to ask Dr. Greidanus
what he considers to be the most important in¡ovative step.

Answer

(Greidanus) The question is a very difficult one actually, as the processes are so
complex that there are bound to be many new things in a new plane. But most of the in-
novations wiII have originated elsewhere and only are used by the aircraft manufacturer,
Engines are a good case in point, first we had explosion engines with propellers, after
that turboprops, then the turbine proper and now high-pass ratio turbines. All innova-
tions in this sequence originated with the engine industry and not with the aircraft ma-
nu-facturers. Carbon fibres are a more recent example. They are not used yet in civil
aircraft to my knowledge, but they will in ihe future. These fibres were invented for us
by others not in the aircraft industry, and $/e know that they have quite interesting pro-
perties as a reinforcement for certain materials. We are actively interested in carbon
fibres and we want to know what matrix materials are suitable and what properties the
composite has, like tensile strength, fatigue strength and so on. But when we know aII
this, we might still decide to use known and well tried materials, for you have to do a
Iot of quite expensive testing to make sure that it is safe before you can introduce a
new material into a plane. So the advantages of a new material have to be very obvious.
I think that I carurot give a general answer to your question, perhaps a computer expert
can do it better, as ne\¡r' advanced computers seem to bristle with decisive innovations,
In our branch of industry the crucial step is market analysis; as I said before, you
have to pinpoint a need and to produce a design that will meet that need. That is cru-
cial, it decides your future succes or failure on the market. Does that answer your
question? Thank you.

Question

Professor Shapero said: If you put your R & D people near a university, they will pro-
duce papers and if they are next to the sales department, they will invent products. Mr.
Ludoph just told us that in a number of cases a certain distance between the laboratory
and the factory floor is recommendable. Are there any general criteria you can apply
when you have to decide where to house your R & D if there are boundary conditions as,
for example, that you know that product engineering is an important part of your deve-
lopment effort ?
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Answer

(Evans) There is, I think, no general ansrrver to this question, it alt depends. IT the
university only teaches the humanities, you may get well written reportÀ and papers
full of historical allusions, and you may not want that. But can I ask the mem-bers of
the panel for their comment ?

(Mulder) In developing the new welding technique we ìÄ/ere working under extreme time
pressure. In the first stages we preferred to work with doors closãd, but later on close
contacts with the people on the factory floor were essential. So I agree with the chair-
man that it all depends and that each particular problem'should be considered on its
own merits.

( Ludoph ) I fully concur with the conclusion of my colleague here , it all depends on the
particular problem. When we were working on the first stages of the development of the
new transmission, we did not want to be influenced too much by other deparlments, but
Iater on good contact with other departments of our firm became rather important.
Perhaps I may mention one curious result I observed. In a reorganization in our firm a
design department was transferred to a sales department. But tñis resulted in the com-
plete disappearance of the whole design department. I don't know why it happened, but
motivation may have had something to do with it.

Comment

on hearing this discussion, I get very ângry and despondent. what is this all about,
talking about where we will put our R & D people, next to a university to produce pá-
pers or next to a sales department to produce products ? Can I remind you tnat y"ite"-
day one of the most important factors in the irurovative process which was rnentioned,

? What.matters is what kind of people you
inform them, the direction you point out to

iä#"",'"ïHïJ"ïT.'ï'î,",ï$J,ìili#iï"_
springs of innovation do not neces"a"ily ri"1,ËåTli;JffïÏ"ïiïåi:råi"l1""ffÏ,.u
thi¡ 1s a lifelong working scientist and researchman. It is an arrogancL and a stupidity
to believe that just because we have been trained in research *e ai" the only p"opì"
who can innovate. In¡ovation may arise anywhere in a company, it may arise-on lhe
shop floor or from a transport driver, it may even arise tiom útre bloÈe who is clean-
ing the factory yard. A com_ pany which is innovation minded will have the mechanism,
the awareness and the sixth sense to pick it up and take it further. That is where a R &
D department which is deeply integraied within the company structure, can be of assis-
þnce_. ,f previous speakertried to get the panel to define the actuat innovative step that
they had undertaken and I thought that therè was a great deal of confusion between theinitiator, the jump over the barrier, and what subsìquently followed because of the Io-gic of the process. It is only the initiation that I woulã coniider as true innovation.
r am from?ilkington, and we mn a process, the 'float process', which makes very
beautiful glass, and we licensed it all over the world. th" initi"i, the creative step
happened when Alistair Pilkington was washing up one evening, 

"á* ,o"p bubbles float-
ing on water and asked himself : Why dontt we ão tfrat with gla"ss ? It took a tremendous
efÏort in physical and chemical engineering to make the idea work, but it was subsidi-
ary to this basic, innovative^idea. And may I remind you that Alistair pilkington is not
a scientist, but an engineer ?
what_ I want^to say is that succes comes from the way you motivate and inform your
people.and from the g'uts you display in following the discipline of succes; succes im-
poses_its own discipline and its own troubles, añd if you aie unable to grasp succesyourd better not start.

(Evans) I thank the gentleman from the audience for his timely reminder that irurova-
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tions are invented by people and that people should not be shoved around like things.

Question

Yesterday Professor Freeman remarked that the market mechanism does work very
well in the capital goods market, but less well in the field of consumer goods. His
point was, I think, that with capital goods producer and consumer both are professio-
nals, but that with consumer goods the producer still is a professional and the consu-
mer an amateur. Now we all heard Dr. Greidanus stress that in the design of a new
airplane the crucial step is market analysis, whereas Mr. Ludoph in the presentation
of his paper did not mention market analysis, but talked about the vision of one man,
Mr, Van Doorne. Of course we all know that his vision and his ideas were very good
ones, as his firm succeeded in entering the highly competitive consumer market of
passenger cars with succes. So my question is whether DAF did do market analysis
before introducing a passenger car containing the Variomatic. Or do you think that in a
case like this an analysis of the preferences of the public is nearly impossible ?

Answer

( Ludoph) Thank you for your kind words about the vision and the ideas of Mr. Van
Doorne. But you did ask two questions that are rather difficult to answer. Considering'
every'thing, I think we must have had a good idea of the state of the market in passenger
cars. After all, we were an existing firm, producing in a very competitive field and we
were well used to market analysis. We are doing a lot of market research for passenger
cars now, and we are taking the results very seriousty. And I dontt think that in consu-
mer goods, market analysis is an impossibility. Before I came here I had the impres-
sion that it was somewhat easier in capital goods, but after the papers of yesterday and
today I am not so sure anymore. However, I fully agree that market analysis in consu-
mer goods is difficult and I have a good example. After the end of the Second World
War the government decided that we had to industrialize. A number of different pro-
jects were studied and one was the production of passenger cars in Holland. The com-
mittee that investigated this question had in mind the same kind of car that was produc-
ed in other European countries, and the members of the committee concluded for very
good reasons that such an industry would not be viable in our country. Mr. Van Doorne
lackted the question from another point of view, and he came to the conclusion that the
public wanted a not too expensive car with a not too expensive automatic transmission,
and he invented one. If he then had toured the market asking who needed an automatic
transmission with a V-belt, I would not like to visualize the kind of answers he might
have got. There is a difference between market analysis and vision, and I agree with
the remark of the gentleman from Pilkington that people and their ideas are extremely
important.

Comment

(Evans) One thing I regret about this particular set of case studies, and that is that
they haíe a marked mechanical bias. They have all been about things, whereas I under-
stald that many of the audience com from the chemical industry. I wonder whether any-
body in the audience would like to make a contribution on any differences, if they see

them, between irurovation in the chemical industry and the mechanical type of projects
we have heard about this morning. Perhaps they would like to make the definite âsser-
tion that in fact the processes are exactly the same.

Question

I am from the chemical industry and I accept the challenge. I would lfüe to introduce
into the discussion the concept of the product life-cycle. The life-cycle is an essential
characteristic of many products and in the chemical industry the impression is that
life-cycles are shortening. Now we have had here a product with a very short life-cycle,
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and that ïuâs the rvelding innovation. It seems to have been used only because there
were no cheaper or better methods available at short notice. But ifwe look at the Va-
riomatic, we see that it has been on the market for more than fifteen years and that is
considered a very good life span in the chemical industry. Now Irll taËe over the ques-
tion of the chairman. Does the panel think that there are important differences beiween
the chemical and the mechanical industries or are mechanical engineers less innova-
tion minded than chemists ?

Answer

(Ludoph) Notbeingamechanicalchemist, itisdifficultformetocommentonthis
question' But I don't think that mechanical engineers are less innovation minded than
chemists, it seems to me that age has somethlng to do with it. The chemistry of syn-
thetics is rather young and you can expect that chemists are írurovating in thal fielã at a
tremendous pace, just to see what they can do. In mechanical engineeiing the situation
is more mature, we have had our perÍod of rapid innovation rathér long ãgo. In that
respect there are differences between the chemical and mechanical industries. If we
Iook at the Variomatic and if we are quite honest, we have to say that it is not a new
idea. V-belt variomatics were used before Mr. Van Doorne thoúght of using them in apassenger car. And a time span of more than fifteen years is noiexceptionãI. Just take
the normal gear box, it has been in production for mðre than eighty years now. of
course' there have been improvements, like the automatic -""ñitrg äf g"a"s and there
have been new materials. But the gear box was used before the tur-n ofîhe century.

(Vermeulen) I would like to add that irurovation in the mechanical field cannot be con-
sidered on its own only, there is interaction with other fields. We have seen that withtextile machinery. For tens of years manufacturers of textile machinery had to takeinto account the properties of yarns of natural fibres, like wool and cottbn. But now the
chemical industry is inventing new yarns with a greai .ange of properties every week
so to speak, and partly as a result of this , innovãtion in textile maihinery has startedagain. You have to take in account restrictions like these before you can say in allfairness that a particular branch of industry is not innovation minded.

Question

When we are discussing innovation, should nol we have a good look at what it is doingto our non-renewable resources, Iike minerals ?

Alswer

(Evans) This is a very difficult question, it is the question of the role of the consumer
society. Perhaps someone in the audience can makeã contribution?

WeIl, I don't know how we should tackle the problem of non-renewable resources. But
one of the results of innovation is a stream õf new products and gadgets, and this is
phenomenon that should be studied very seriously. bne of the caüseã is, r think, thatwe, as bosses, expect our designers to be creative. so they are creative, they come
up with many new ideas and some look good and are turned into a product.

v

s.iness. one day rhe sRN-s was demonsr""r"irï?:Tili ji*Jir?"ti i,îlt"Îå ::i: :i
them got rather exited about it and wanted to buy oã". 'ih"o Cockerell intervened and
said: "Don't do that, for we are busy on the sRñ-4 and that is the craft that will do
ever¡thing you may wish.tr The production boys could have strangled him on the spot,
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because the customer listened to him. WeIl, the SRN-4 was coming, but it took another
four years before they had the first protot¡pe. So let us not kid ourselves, innovation is
very good, but we donrt want too much of it.

By now it is time to make a short summary and to look at some of the lessons we learn-
ed. The first thing we discussed was analysis and prediction and we saw frÒm the Fok-
ker case that prediction is very difficult. They were nearly one hundred per cent. too
low in their estimate of the break-even point, they thought it would lie at 70 planes, it
turned out to lie at 735, but their market analysis had been good and they succeeded in
selling 600. There w.as the role of pressure and deadlines in innovation, and stimulat-
ing people to come up with the right answer. We spent but little time on the question of
finance, which is just as well because I think that an open meeting is not the best place
to ask the most damaging of all questions. Then there was the point that in¡rovation
seems to require a certain crucial step; most people want to reduce innovation to one
step, because then it is easy to understand. All practioners in the field realize ttrat
this carurot be done and that innovation is rather a process or a sequence, We referred
to the environment within which irxrovation can take place and then we considered the
different t¡pes of markets and the tools you can use. In the public market you hope that
the opinion tool, which your market analysis is, will be effective. In more sophisticat-
ed markets you can use other tools; there is a whole range of technological interest
you can arouse by simply waving a new instrument in front of somebodyts face, Thêre
is also the question of politics and irurovation which was not discussed here, but which
is related to practical realities, and should be considered by the audience, if not ne-
cessarily discussed in public.
At this stage my own analysis of the Conference is that innovation is a matter of atti-
tude more than anything else.
As far as the panel is concerned, we would like to leave it at this. I thank you all for
your attention and I hope you did consider it an interesting morning.
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